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Gordon Brown caught this fantastic photo of a Red-naped Sapsucker in Marlene and Joe 
Johnston’s yard during the Lardeau Christmas Bird Count. This year’s Lardeau count had 25 

participants who counted 47 species of birds on December 27. This is a record high, tied with 2001 
and 1999. Since the first Lardeau count in 1999, the average has been 37 species. Unusual species 

this year included a Yellow-rumped Warbler and a Red-naped Sapsucker (pictured here), both of 
which should normally be much further south. Other not too common species for this time of year 
included the Northern Pintail Duck, Wilson Snipe, Northern Goshawk and Red-winged Blackbird.
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by Jan McMurray
Executive Flight Centre (EFC) may 

go to trial after all in the Lemon Creek 
fuel spill case.

The October 2017 decision to stay 
the charges against EFC was overturned 
by BC Supreme Court Justice Sheri Ann 
Donegan on December 13, and Justice 
Donegan ordered a new trial for the fuel 
supply company.

EFC has 30 days to file an appeal 
of Justice Donegan’s decision to the BC 
Court of Appeal.

Marilyn Burgoon, Slocan Valley 
resident who initiated the case with 
her private prosecution, is very pleased 
with Justice Donegan’s decision. 
“This decision is very important as it 
relates to the Jordan rule and private 
prosecution, so I am very pleased with 
the decision and thankful to Lilina 
Lysenko [Burgoon’s lawyer] and West 
Coast Environmental Law Dispute 
Resolution funding,” she said.

EFC was let off the hook in October 
2017, when Judge Lisa Mrozinski 
stayed the charges laid by the federal 
government against the fuel supply 
company. Judge Mrozinski based 
her ruling on the Supreme Court of 
Canada’s ‘Jordan’ decision, which sets 
18 months as the maximum length of 
a criminal case in provincial courts. 
She ruled that the case against EFC 
exceeded the 18-month time limit.

The federal Crown appealed Judge 
Mrozinski’s decision because the 
Crown – and Marilyn Burgoon, who 
participated in the appeal proceedings 
as an intervenor – disagreed with the 

New trial ordered for Executive Flight Centre in Lemon Creek fuel spill case
way Judge Mrozinski calculated the 
18-month Jordan time period.

The appeal judge, Justice Donegan, 
concurred with the Crown and Burgoon. 
She ruled that Judge Mrozinski 
calculated the time period incorrectly, 
and that the 18-month timeframe had 
not been exceeded. 

Donegan ruled that the 18-month 
Jordan time period should be calculated 
starting from July 2016, when the 
federal government laid its own charges 
against EFC – not from September 2014 
when Burgoon launched the private 
prosecution or from January 2016 when 
the federal Crown stayed the private 
proceedings.

“This  decis ion  i s  c ruc ia l 
for maintaining the constitutional 
safeguard that is provided by private 
prosecutions,” commented lawyer 
Lilina Lysenko. “It allows private 
prosecutors to bring charges, particularly 
in circumstances where there may be a 
bias or unwillingness to act on the part 
of government, without subsequently 
compromising any potential future 
public prosecutions.”

This is the first time a court has 
considered whether the time between a 
Crown stay of charges laid in a private 
prosecution and the laying of new 
charges engages an accused’s rights to 
a timely trial.

“This appeal raises novel issues 
about the application of Jordan 
principles to proceedings involving 
a private prosecution,” notes Justice 
Donegal in her Reasons for Judgment. 

Donegal further notes that both 

the federal government and Burgoon 
point out that including the stay period 
in the Jordan calculation undermines 
“the important role of the private 
prosecutor, a role described as ‘a 
valuable constitutional safeguard 
against inertia or partiality on part of 
authority.’”

Burgoon said she is “encouraged 
that the role of private prosecution was 
described as ‘a valuable constitutional 
safeguard against inertia of partiality on 
part of authority.’ I certainly believed 
this to be true and am grateful that this 
valuable constitutional safeguard exists 
in Canada. There are many countries 
where there is no safeguard against 
authority.”

In the appeal, Burgoon argued 
that inclusion of the stay period in 
the Jordan calculation could lead the 
Crown in future to decline to intervene 
and prosecute proceedings that begin 
as private prosecutions – even those 
that are in the public interest and more 
appropriately conducted by the Crown, 
leaving them in the hands of private 
individuals without the institutional 
resources of the Crown. She also 
argued that private individuals could 
abuse the private prosecution process 
to compromise a subsequent public 
prosecution by starting the Jordan 
clock, thus limiting the Crown’s ability 
to investigate and properly prosecute 
offences.

On July 26, 2013, 33,000 litres of jet 
fuel spilled into Lemon Creek. Burgoon 
launched the private prosecution in 
September 2014. The federal Crown 

stepped in and stayed those proceedings 
in January 2016. In July 2016, the federal 
Crown laid its own charges under the 
federal Fisheries Act and the provincial 
Environmental Management Act against 
EFC, the Province of BC, and truck 
driver Danny LaSante. The trial was 
anticipated to end in November 2017, 
but extended to February 1, 2018. Judge 
Mrozinski stayed the charges against 

EFC in October 2017; and in her March 
1, 2018 decision, she found driver 
Danny Lasante guilty on one count 
under the Environmental Management 
Act, and acquitted the Province of BC 
of all charges. Lasante has not yet been 
sentenced. Justice Donegal’s Reasons 
for Judgment document can be found 
on the Perry Ridge Water Users website: 
perryridge.org.
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A Big Polar Bear-Hug and THANK YOU to the Kaslo community from 
the Langham Cultural Society for another fun and successful Polar 

Bear Plunge in 2019! 

A big shout out to all our brave plungers and to the good folks who pledged them.  
A Special Mention to plunger Karen Pidcock who brought in well over $2000. 
Our gratitude as well to the organizations & businesses that help make this 

event possible: 
The Village of Kaslo • Kaslo Search and Rescue • Kaslo & Area Volunteer 

Fire Department • Kaslo BC Ambulance Service • Front Street Market • 
Sunnyside Naturals

Wishes the best for our regional community in 2019!
The Valley Voice is still going strong, thanks to you! Very big thanks to our readers, 

advertisers, contributors, subscribers and voluntary subscribers.

We ask for your continued support in 2019:
• Consider a voluntary subscription – a contribution towards our cost of delivering the 

Valley Voice to your mailbox. Suggested amount is $10 - $40.
• Tell our advertisers that you saw their ad in the Valley Voice.

• Advertise with us.
• Keep submitting those letters and articles.

Proud to be producing an independently and locally owned regional community newspaper 
in the West Kootenay!

by Art Joyce
B i o l o g i s t  a n d  w i l d l i f e 

photographer David Moskowitz has 
just released a new book, Rainforest 
Caribou: From Heartbreak to Hope. 
The book comes at a critical time for 
mountain caribou, with some herds 
facing extirpation and the entire 
species hovering on the brink of 
extinction.

Moskowitz will be appearing at 
readings across the Kootenays this 
month to promote the book, starting 
in Nelson, Kimberley and Golden 
from January 16-18, finishing up 
in Revelstoke January 19. Despite 
the crisis, Moskowitz is “guardedly 
optimistic” about the future for 
mountain caribou. 

David Moskowitz has just released a new book, Rainforest Caribou: From Heartbreak to Hope.

Biologist releases book on mountain caribou
Unlike some biologists who 

devote a career to studying a single 
species, Moscowitz specializes 
in non-invasive survey methods 
using ‘camera trapping’ and wildlife 
tracking. His new project arose from 
a previous book, Wolves in the Land 
of Salmon, studying issues related 
to predator-prey dynamics between 
wolves and caribou. Moskowitz 
found himself with an unexpected 
month of free time in 2014 when an 
expedition was suddenly canceled. 
His work on the wolf project had 
piqued his curiosity about mountain 
caribou, so he used the time to launch 
into his new book project. He is also 
the author of the field guide Wildlife 
of the Pacific Northwest, his first 

book. The Valley Voice interviewed 
him prior to his Nelson book launch. 

What was it that drew you to the 
project?

I just fell in love with the story. 
I found it absolutely captivating 
and also very troubling as well. One 
particular image that stands out for me 
on that first trip was driving up a road 
that I was told was excellent caribou 
habitat and watching the habitat come 
down the road on logging trucks as 
old-growth cedar trees.

The single biggest problem for 
caribou survival is the destruction 
of their habitat, isn’t it? Yes, the 
destruction of their refuge habitat is 
definitely the driver of all the many 
other issues that they face.

And at least one herd – the one 
that’s in the Salmo pass – is basically 
considered extirpated now?

Well there’s a few animals left 
there and they’re looking at trans-
locating that herd further north and 
potentially starting a captive breeding 
program. So I’d say, at least in the 
near term, the days of the caribou 
in the southern Selkirk range are 
numbered.

How does your book explore 
the issue? 

It really looks at mountain caribou 
as a doorway into an ecosystem. My 

goal with this book was to highlight 
this amazing landscape, the inland 
temperate rainforest, this amazing 
ecosystem that’s really been off the 
radar for a lot of people. I wanted to 
expose people to this really beautiful 
ecosystem.

And of course there’s the 
challenge of balancing that with 
having too much backcountry 
access, which adds another stressor 
to mountain caribou survival. Are 
you hopeful about their future? 

One of the things I really struggled 
with in this project is that in some 
ways it just seems a very intractable 
problem. In certain sectors of society 
there’s very much a sense of, well 
how do I get my needs met? And how 
do all those different needs interact 
with caribou or old-growth forests? 
The Province of BC is planning to 
continue logging old-growth and 
uncut forests in the region over the 
next 30 or 40 years, which means 
we’ve got three to four decades worth 
of forests still on the ground that we 
could still do something different 
about rather than liquidate them or 
turn them into tree plantations. In 
other places in the world this process 
happened decades ago, centuries ago, 
but here in the Pacific Northwest 
we still have an opportunity to do 

something different. So for that, 
I’m keenly optimistic. We need a 
forestry economy that’s actually 
focused on local employment and 
local communities rather than just the 
extraction and export of resources and 
capital out of the region.

Is it partly an issue of perception 
then?

Basically we all want the same 
thing. We all want the ability to 
raise our young in a community and 
an environment that we’re familiar 
with and that’s culturally relevant 
to us, and then do work to feed our 
families, whether that community is 
the rainforest itself or a small town. 
And whether your work is climbing 
up the treeline to feed on lichen or 
going to work in the woods to feed our 
families, we all have a shared story. 
And I think there’s an opportunity 
for us to expand our sense of what 
is family and what is community, 
to include not just other people that 
see the world the way we do, but the 
species in the natural communities 
that make up the places we live. 
There’s a quote from Roland Wilson, 
the chief of the West Moberly First 
Nation: The caribou were there for us 
and now we need to be there for them.

For more information visit https://
caribourainforest.org/the-book/ 

by Jan McMurray
The Ministry of Forests, Lands, 

Natural Resource Operations and 
Rural Development reports that the 
government is planning on making 
changes to the Forest and Range 
Practices Act (FRPA) over several 
years. The first amendments are 
expected to be introduced this spring.

“The initial amendments will be 
focused on legal requirements around 
Forest Stewardship Plans and will 
address concerns brought forward in 
Forest Practices Board reports and 
through reports done by the Union 
of British Columbia Municipalities,” 
said a ministry spokesperson.

According to a document found 
on the Union of BC Municipalities 
website titled ‘Improving Forest 
and Range Stewardship Planning: 

Improvements coming to Forest and Range Practices Act
A Multi-Year Initiative in British 
Columbia,’ these initial amendments 
will include requirements for 
approximate locations of proposed 
roads and cutblocks to be made 
publicly available, and more 
frequent and reliable opportunities 
for interested parties to provide input 
into operational plans. They will 
also include an improved planning 
framework that promotes Indigenous 
co l labora t ion  and  improves 
government’s ability to manage 
landscape-scale disturbances such 
as wildfire.

The ministry reports that it will 
release an options paper this spring 
for public engagement on other 
potential changes to the Act for 
introduction in Spring 2020.

The document states that the goals 

of updating FRPA are to: support 
reconciliation with First Nations, 
restore the social contract and public 
trust in forest management, support 
the certainty of log and fibre supply, 
ensure that land managers have 
clear ability to promote and protect 
natural resources, and improve and 
streamline range planning.

The Forest and Range Practices 
Act is almost 20 years old. The 
government has heard about the 
need for change to the legislation 
from industry professionals, the 
Forest Practices Board, the Union 
of BC Municipalities, community 
initiatives, and others. 

“Given the complexity of the 
legislation, a multi-year phased 
approach is being taken,” said the 
ministry spokesperson.
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SHELLEY BORTNICK, 
MSW, RSW

Individual, couple and 
family therapist

25+ years experience
Offers counselling services involving 

mental health (depression, anxiety, 
etc.), addictions, grief and loss, 
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call 

250-265-3397

Winter clearance - All Winter Boots and Select New Balance shoes - 40% off 

Hurry in for best selection for men and women
vincedevito.ca

Professional 
fitting, expert 

service.

411 Hall Street • Nelson, BC • 250-352-6261 • Toll-free: 1-800-337-1622

BURBOT IN 
SLOCAN LAKE

Looking like a cross between a catfish 
& an eel, burbot have a serpent-like 
body with a barbel (sensory whis-
ker-like organ) on the chin. Average 
length 40 cm. Live deep in large, cold 
rivers & lakes & construct extensive 
burrows for shelter. Spawn Dec. to 
March in 1–4º C water, often under 
ice. Documented in alluvial fans of 
Wilson & Evans Creeks. 

slocanlakess.com

SLOCAN VALLEY BEAR 
SMART COORDINATOR NEEDED

Valhalla Society is looking for an experienced bear person
for this part time position for Rural Area H. Would include:
-Manage a BEAR HOTLINE for local residents to advise on 

attractants and other issues. Also provide brochures, etc. 
-Work closely with COs, Villages Wildsafe BC coordinator Bree 

Lillies, and Gillian Sanders who handles electric fencing; 
with 50% cost sharing on equipment paid by VWS.

-Preferable to be living in lower Slocan Valley, Area H. 
-Some training may be available if necessary.  
Please contact Wayne McCrory, 
VWS bear biologist. 
waynem@vws.org
250-358-7796.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work, 
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal

WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS
359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

by Art Joyce
The 2018 BC referendum on 

electoral reform resulted in a clear 
majority of 61.3% in favour of keeping 
the current ‘first past the post’ electoral 
system. Referendum results in the 
Kootenays were at odds with the rest of 
the province, with the Kootenay West 
riding voting 51% and Nelson-Creston 
an overwhelming 57% in favour of pro 
rep, consistent with the region’s history 
of progressive politics. Saanich North 
and the Gulf Islands returned a similar 
yes majority at 51%, and six of 13 
Vancouver ridings also overwhelmingly 
voted yes. The two Victoria ridings voted 
65-66% in favour of electoral reform. 
In all other BC ridings the vote was 
solidly ‘no.’

The referendum ballot that was 
mailed to BC residents asked two 
questions. The first was, “Which 
electoral system do you prefer, first past 
the post or some form of proportional 
representation?” The second question 
asked voters to rank their preferred form 
of pro rep – Dual Member Proportional, 
Mixed Member Proportional, or Rural-

British Columbians choose status quo over pro rep
Urban Proportional. Of those who voted 
in favour of pro rep, 29% favoured 
DMP, 41% favoured MMP, and 29% 
preferred RUP. 

Some critics pointed out that Premier 
Horgan had originally promised a basic 
yes/no ballot; however, answering the 
second question was optional regardless 
of how you answered the first question. 
This was changed, according to BC 
Attorney-General David Eby, because 
“it was clear British Columbians were 
divided among themselves about 
which systems they preferred, and so 
putting multiple systems on the ballot 
made more sense to me…” Given the 
referendum results, Eby didn’t think 
pro rep would have passed even if the 
ballot had been designed differently. 
Previous referendums have been 
designed around preferences decided 
by citizens’ assemblies, leading Eby to 
wonder if that might have changed the 
2018 referendum results. 

According to Elections BC, 
1,403,358 completed voting packages 
were returned to Elections BC by the 
deadline of 4:30 pm on December 7, 

representing 42.6% of registered voters. 
Political commentator Bill Tieleman – 
who spearheaded the Vote No to Pro Rep 
campaign – said that voter turnout was 
lower than the previous two referendums 
in 2005 and 2009. BC voters came 
closest to passing pro rep in 2005 with a 
58% ‘yes’ vote, but the threshold on that 
vote was 60%. The 2009 referendum 
returned only a 39% ‘yes’ vote; many pro 
rep campaigners felt the well had been 
poisoned by a vigorous media campaign 
for the ‘no’ side claiming the proposed 
new system was too complicated for 
British Columbians to understand.  

During the lead-up to the 2018 
vote, the ‘no’ side kept up steady media 
pressure with a campaign financed 
by business and industry, often using 
arguments that stoked fears of political 
extremism. Videos were produced 
claiming pro rep would enable the rise 
of far-right fascists, showing footage of 
neo-Nazis marching in Europe. Fair Vote 
Canada countered with a website called 
prorepfactcheck.ca, which analyzed the 
‘no’ side’s claims point by point. But as 
political strategists know, facts seldom 

sway voters. The Vancouver Sun quoted 
Simon Fraser University professor 
emeritus Lindsay Meredith, who said 
that “fear advertising, regrettably, does 
work.” 

Tieleman was aligned with an array 
of big business titans such as former CEO 
of forestry giant Canfor Jim Shepard, a 
staunch supporter of the BC Liberal party 
and ally of former Premier Christy Clark. 
Clark was initially open to the idea of 
electoral reform but came out against it in 
2017. According to investigative reports 
from Press Progress, Shephard formed 
a society called KnowB4UVote and 
bombarded BC households with attack 
ads and robocalls urging a ‘no’ vote. 
Elections BC made $500,000 available 
to both the yes and no side but it’s not 
yet known exactly how much was spent 
by private donors beyond that amount. 

Another group known as Suits and 
Boots – a lobbyist for the oil and gas 
industry – also attacked electoral reform. 
The group stated that, “The current 
FPTP voting system in BC ensures the 
coalitions that make up our political 
parties stay together and can get big, 
important things done. Like building 
dams, pipelines or LNG terminals.” 
The referendum was also opposed by 
BC Liberal leader Andrew Wilkinson, 
who claimed pro rep would “undermine 
our democracy” and could wipe out the 

BC Liberal Party. The Province went so 
far as to run a full-page ad on its front 
page asking, “Is David Eby trying to 
manipulate you?” 

Some observers see this third BC 
referendum result as the final nail in the 
coffin of electoral reform in the province. 
Even Eby has said, “Personally, I feel 
very done with the discussion.” 

by Claire Paradis
A team of researchers wants to know 

what rural health issues need to be made 
research priorities. 

Researchers from the Centre for 
Rural Health Research within the 
Department of Family Practice at 
University of British Columbia have 

Researchers seek input on rural health priorities 
created the Rural Evidence Review 
(RER), a project which aims to inform 
rural health service planning in British 
Columbia by working in collaboration 
with rural citizens and communities.

The first step is collecting 
information via a short online survey 
about what the specific health care 

priorities are for citizens. Rural BC 
residents are also encouraged to contact 
the RER project coordinator to discuss 
the issues.

The information collected will 
be used to help provide robust, 
comprehensive and rural-relevant 
evidence. This evidence will then be 
examined in tandem with international 
research results in order to formulate 
viable, sustainable solutions to rural 
health care issues in British Columbia. 

But first the RER team needs the help 
of patients, providers and community 
members to articulate which issues 
are most important and how different 
communities might benefit from research 
on rural health care topics. 

To find the short online survey, 
search for RER BC. The project’s 
coordinator, Christine Carthew, can also 
be contacted at any time to discuss the 
health service issues and priorities that 
are most important to rural citizens and 
communities in BC. Christine can be 
reached via email at christine.carthew@
ubc.ca or telephone at 1-604-827-2193.

In the article ‘Water is Life rally 
highlights watershed logging issues’ in 
our November 29 issue, we stated that, 
“more than 50% of harvested wood (is) 
exported as raw timber...” This figure is 
incorrect, although it varies depending 
on the source. According to The Tyee, 
“In the last five years, approximately 60 
percent of log exports originated from 
lands under direct provincial government 
control. The remaining 40 percent came 
primarily from privately owned lands…” 

A recent Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives (CCPA) report stated that 
one in three trees cut on the BC coast 
was exported in 2016 – 6.6 million 
cubic metres. That would translate to 
33%, although this too is disputed by BC 
Forestry Minister Steve Thomson, who 
insists that only 7% of the trees cut on 
coastal Crown land are exported. 

Either way, raw log exports have 
increased exponentially from 2001, 
when 1.2 million cubic metres of raw 
logs were exported from public forests, 
to the 2013 peak of 6.9 million cubic 
metres. Since 1997, 100 mills in BC 
have shut down, causing substantial job 
losses. BC timber corporations create 
less than one job per 1,000 cubic meters 

harvested. Log exports between 2013 
and 2016 generated $3 billion, more than 
at any time in BC history. 

CORRECTION

Award-winning 
comedy showcases 
Emily Dickinson 
submitted

FLIKS (Film Lovers In the 
Kootenays) returns to the Langham 
January 24 with Wild Nights With Emily. 
The Langham’s 2018-2019 FLIKS film 
series continues with an imaginative, 
award-winning comedy anchored by a 
surprisingly touching love story between 
poet Emily Dickinson and her childhood 
friend Susan Gilbert, later her sister-
in-law.

This hilarious and moving film 
paints a much sunnier portrait of the poet 
than that of the reclusive spinster terrified 
of publication. Instead, the film imagines 
a lively woman forced to hide a lifelong 
love affair, and whose work was mostly 
rejected by a literary establishment that 
would embrace it only after her death.

“Could forever change the narrative 
of the world’s most famous woman 
poet.” – indieWire
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OPINION

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY
The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news 

articles from our readers. 
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be 

edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your 

address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous. 

We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms, 
except in extraordinary circumstances.

Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not 
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of  the artist.

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7714

Chef Brodie Boland and our wonderful kitchen team have created a new menu that 
is sure to please everyone’s taste buds! Check our Facebook page for details.

Supports 100% 
renewable 
campaign

I’m writing to express my support 
for the campaign to transition to 100% 
renewable energy in the West Kootenay 
by 2050, and I would like to see New 
Denver Village council join Slocan, 
Nelson and the RDCK and make a 
formal commitment to this plan. We 
are already experiencing the effects 
of climate change in our region in the 
form of increased wildfire activity, and 
similarly dramatic events are occurring 
all over the world. It’s time we changed 
the way we operate and do our part for 
the global effort. I think that if we work 
together as a region we can preserve 
the place we love and be a model for 
other communities working towards a 
cleaner, healthier future.

Dean Spankie
New Denver

Global 
warming

To quote Richard Conniff in 
his article in Scientific American, 
January 2019: “Warming is currently 
about one degree above preindustrial 
levels. But it is increasing at .2°C per 
decade. In a special report in October 
2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change warned that we have 
just 12 years to act if we hope to avoid 
slipping past 1.5°C, the level regarded 
by most scientists as the furthest we 
can go if we hope to preserve life 
more or less as we know it.”

What  we  need  now i s  a 
government that will take proper 
action in reducing greenhouse gasses. 
During the Second World War there 
was fuel rationing; we need to have 
fuel rationing now to limit non-
essential use of fuel. People need 
to walk more, use a bicycle or an 
electric scooter. We need to act now 
or our kids are in for a hell of a ride 
in a few years.

Phil Trotter
Kaslo

Thoughts from 
a patriot

I want to make absolutely certain 
that anyone reading this understands 
that I do not, never have, never will 
advocate war or genocide. Not a big 
fan. Never have been. Guessed from the 
time I was little that people in powerful 
positions everywhere on this goofy 
planet always seemed able to see an 
invisible asterisk next to ‘Thou Shalt 
Not Kill.’ This is the same asterisk that 
allowed Henry Kissinger when asked 
about the Vietnam alleged War to 
respond: “Mistakes were made.” Nope. 
Not a big fan of war or genocide. I’m 
not. Not sure about Dr. Kissinger. I am 
a big fan of human rights as well. I am. 
Not sure about Dr. Kissinger. 

Let me segue into what I did a 
couple of months ago and remember 
I am not a big fan of war or genocide. 
I wrote to the First Nations NDP MP, 
the Honourable Romeo Saganash, the 
gentlemen who dropped the ‘F’ bomb 
in parliament in late September. I asked 
two simple questions: 1. What would 
happen to the Canadian economy if 
all of the people claiming to be First 
Nations permanently disappeared? 
and 2. What would happen to the 
Canadian economy if all of the people 
not claiming to be First Nations 
permanently disappeared? I wanted to 
know which of the two options would 
be the most palatable to Mr. Saganash. I 
did not receive an answer. Mr. Saganash 
might like to read John Ibbotson’s 
and Jonathan Rudin’s thoughtful 

Roundup
Re: the article ‘Restoring Native 

Ecosystems at Summit Lake Provincial 
Park’ in your November 29 issue. There 
was no mention of the two times that BC 
Parks sprayed Roundup (glyphosate) in 
the park in the last few years to control 
the burdock. I was an employee in the 
park during that time, and I hope these 
kids were not exposed to any of the 
residue of that poison.

Apparently, glyphosate is not 
persistent in the environment, but 
Monsanto also claims it has no effect 
on humans, which is false. (It attacks 
an enzymatic reaction in the plant that 
humans do not possess. But of course in 
our guts we have a complete ecosystem 
that uses thousands of enzymatic 
reactions.) This is why most genetically 
modified foods are so dangerous – they 
are modified to be resistant to herbicides, 
and when harvested, the food contains 
residues of the poison.

Burdock has a two-year cycle. In the 
first year the plant creates huge leaves 
on the ground that fuel the growth of an 
impressive root. (During this phase the 
flow of juices in the plant is down to the 
roots.) In the second year the plant uses 
the energy in the root to create a monster 
of leaves and flowers up to three metres 
tall. (During this time the flow of juices 
is UP, to create the stems and flowers.)

BC Parks contracted companies to 
spray Roundup on the site, and it was 
impressive to see these huge plants 
wither and die. But they were not dead 
because the poison was delivered UP to 
the leaves. The next spring there were 
thousands of roots still alive and that 
started over with leaves on the ground. 
(A burdock plant has a potential life of 
five years. If you want to kill it you need 
to chop off the leaves for five years and 
it will never have a chance to grow a 
root. I have verified this for myself. 
Poison is unnecessary. BC Parks didn’t 
believe me.)

One paradox here is that, although 
burdock is not native to Canada, it is a 
herb with powerful healing properties. 
So in our typical Western modality, we 
remove a healing herb by poisoning 

the soil.
Some day we will figure out that 

Mother Nature spent millions of years 
creating a complex web to support all her 
children. All we need to do is respect and 
imitate her methods.

Jeff Bustard
New Denver

Response to ‘Climate 
change, wildfires 
and forests’

In the November 29 ‘Voices from 
the Valleys’ letter titled ‘Climate change, 
wildfires and forests,’ it was stated: 
“Statistics state that human fire activity 
is the primary cause of wildfires, with 
nearly ten times the start rate of natural 
starts.”

I’m not sure what statistics the 
author may be citing, but in British 
Columbia wildfires started by lightning 
outnumber all human caused wildfires. 
According to the BC government’s 
Wildfire Averages, “The current 10-year 
average, taken from 2007 to 2016, is 
1,692 fires, 42.7% caused by people and 
57.3% caused by lightning.”

As far as our forests being a bright 
light for climate change, this is not 
necessarily true. In some years our forest 
acts as a carbon sink and in others a 
carbon source.

Some older information prepared 
by Natural Resources Canada’s 
Canadian Forest Service and reported 

in Environment Canada’s annual 
greenhouse gas National Inventory 
Report, between 1990 and 2010, 
Canada’s managed forest was an overall 
sink in 11 out of 21 years. It ranged 
from a sink of 101 million tonnes CO2e 
(carbon dioxide equivalents) in 1992, 
to a source of 182 million tonnes CO2e 
in 1995.

According to a Canadian Council of 
Forest Ministers Fact Sheet, in extreme 
fire years such as 1995, direct emissions 
from wildfires in the managed forest 
have represented up to 45% of Canada’s 
total greenhouse gas emissions.

In addition, since 1999, the mountain 
pine beetle infestation in western Canada 
has been increasing emissions as trees are 
killed and begin to decay.

More recently, natural disturbances 
in Canada’s managed forests resulted 
in emissions of about 98 million tonnes 
CO2e in 2016. Forest GHG emissions 
were much lower than in 2015, in large 
part because of the smaller area burned 
than in 2015 and the continued decline 
of the mountain pine beetle outbreak 
in British Columbia, although spruce 
budworm is beginning to have an impact 
in eastern Canada.

In 2016, total net emissions of 
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) from 
Canada’s managed forests (forest lands 
managed for timber production) were 
about 78 million tonnes, meaning that 
they were a net source of emissions.

As far as protecting the forest on 

Perry Ridge from logging, I have no 
opinion. In all likelihood it will burn in 
one of our more extreme fire seasons 
when the smoke is too thick to fly and 
our suppression forces are overwhelmed. 
Until then though, it looks nice.

Norm Koerber
South Slocan

continued on page 5
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Pass Creek 
grizzlies: 
response to Peter 
Eldridge

I was surprised to read the comments 
of Peter Eldridge in the December 13 
issue of the Valley Voice where he 
blames the provincial government 
for the fact that three grizzlies were 
roaming around Pass Creek, where we 
live. In my opinion, a number of factors 
could have contributed to a sow and 
two cubs passing through my property, 
e.g. wildfires, lack of food at higher 
elevations, etc. 

If I understand him correctly, Mr. 
Eldridge believes that re-instituting 
the grizzly bear hunt would solve all 
our problems. He goes on to say that 
“to suggest that an electrified fence 
will keep out three aggressive bears 
is ridiculous, to say the least.” Had he 
attended the presentation of Gillian 
Sanders here in Pass Creek he would 
have learned that electric fences do, in 
fact, keep grizzlies out, providing they 
are the correct type of fencing properly 
installed. Ms. Sanders explained how 
she and others in Meadow Creek are 
able to co-exist with grizzlies and how, 
for example, her beehives have never 
been damaged thanks to her electric 
fencing. I also learned that anyone 
wishing to install this type of fence can 
claim a 50% rebate. I am sure that Ms. 
Sanders would be very happy to assist 
Mr. Eldridge in this.

 In conclusion, I would say that the 
installation of a proper electric fence to 
protect chickens and other farm animals 
is a small price to pay for peace of 
mind – far better than shooting every 
grizzly in sight. 

Alex Atamanenko
Castlegar

books The Polite Revolution and 
Indigenous People and the Criminal 
Justice System. Mr. Ibbotson and Mr. 
Rudin are patriots. Mr. Saganash is a 
patriot. Me too.

Christian Torbik
Whitehorse

Making the 
shift – right 
here, right now

The latest climate change research 
is disturbing. Coupled with our smoky 
summers, fires, floods, and landslides 
nearby, it really is time to act. Making 
our own choices like driving less are 
important, but what if our community 
made a commitment to seriously 
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels 
and fully shifted to 100% renewable 
energy? The City of Nelson, Village 
of Slocan, and the RDCK have already 
made this commitment. On January 22, 
the Village of New Denver could too. 

Here in the Kootenays we are good 
at taking leadership, showing initiative 
for taking care of what we love – clear 
air, fresh water, healthy forests and 
communities. Transitioning to 100% 
renewable energy no later than 2050 

is the global consensus of what is 
required to keep climate impacts from 
being the worst-case scenarios. The 
West Kootenay EcoSociety is being 
proactive and supporting communities 
through this transition – making a plan 
for shifting our energy needs to be 
based on renewable energy, including 
electricity, heating and cooling in 
buildings, transportation, and industry. 
This means shifting to electric vehicles 
and building a greener economy, and 
many other exciting new ways of 
thinking and living. Let’s do it.

Nadine Raynolds
New Denver

Imagine: a 
bright sparkle 
for 2019

Some say you need to look where 
you want to go, not at the ditch.

But look, the Garden of Eden 
is here… our lush forests and fields 
swaddle us in natural comfort. The 
waters run clean and the air is fresh 
and cool.

Our friends and neighbours wish 
us no ill, in fact, they want safety and 
sufficiency for their family, and for my 
family too. They will rush to help us 
when we are in distress.

We can change our culture and our 
‘economy’ to nurture our Eden. We can!

And the first step is to visualize 
this. We do live in a bounteous world 
of plenty, too much in fact. When 
we throw off the beliefs of want and 
consuming, we can luxuriate in the 
freedom of just enough.

We can support our artists, we can 
nurture our children.

A talented musician can work only 
at music, and have a home and plenty.

We can balance with our garden, 
gently reduce our population, and more 
importantly reduce our consumption.

More wild lands can grow, more 
room for the fish and flyers.

We can  s top  the  mass ive 
manufacture of weapons of destruction. 
We can build trust and security.

Love can thrive.
As gentle gardeners we can live 

in Eden.
“You may say that I’m a dreamer…. 

but I’m not the only one.”
Keith Wiley

Nelson
Response to 
Wayne McCrory 
re: Passmore 
grizzlies

I am writing in response to Wayne 
McCrory’s letter to the Valley Voice 
published November 29 and titled, 
‘The sad, unnecessary deaths of three 
grizzlies.’

While a talented and committed 
biologist, Mr. McCrory missed the 
mark with his letter.

We can debate what constitutes 
a farmer, but it’s safe to say a farmer 
is someone who derives some portion 
of their income from farming. We 
wouldn’t call someone with 12 pet 

chickens, four pet ducks and three pet 
geese a farmer. We’d call them persons 
with a predilection for poultry and 
feathered pets. More accurately known 
as residents.

No farmer’s animals were killed 
by these grizzlies. Farmers have an 
investment and protect that investment. 
Farmers use guardian animals, electric 
fencing and lockup enclosures to 
protect our animals. Regardless of the 
deterrents we use, our animals can still 
be slaughtered by predators. Cougars 
and bobcats can easily clear most 
fences. Smaller predators go under or 
through. 

Mr. McCrory references Gillian 
Sanders and the fine work she does 
serving farmers and residents alike. 
Beyond being a lovely person, Gillian 
achieves results because she passes no 
judgement. Instead of admonishing, 
she educates. Instead of isolating, she 
encourages. A stark contrast to Mr. 
McCrory’s approach. He could take 
that page from her playbook. Tact and 
tenacity.

Passmore has had issues with 
grizzlies on two occasions in recent 
memory. Both times, habituated bears 
were relocated close to the community 
by the Conservation Officer Service. 
No warnings were given to residents, 
even after the bears raised hell. Nothing 
was posted at mailboxes, road junctions 
or school bus stops. Nobody was 
called. It was a surprise. Had they been 
warned, residents would have taken 
extra precaution to protect their pets 
and families. Grizzly issues are very 
unusual in Passmore.

There are many layers to the 
incident in Passmore. With his wisdom 
and decades of experience, the fact 
Wayne McCrory went off half-cocked 
saddens me. I’ve supported his work 
and that of the Valhalla Wilderness 
Society for many years.

Few farmers had flesh in this 
incident yet Wayne McCrory chose to 
tarnish us all with his generalizations. 
He failed to recognize he was preaching 
to the choir. Farmers know how to keep 
livestock and wildlife alive. We do it 
for a living. We don’t appreciate being 
used as cannon fodder. 

Farmers work hard to mitigate 
wildlife/ livestock issues. I can’t think 
of one farmer who wouldn’t consider 
the deaths of these bears a tragedy. 
None of us did a happy dance. We 
mourned like others.

We deserve better.
Jim Ross

Slocan Park

Biochar and 
climate change

Recently my wife brought home 
this January’s edition of the Scientific 
American. The article she knew I would 
be interested in was about climate 
change.

In the article’s brief, it said that to 
limit global warming to 1.5°C, nations 
will have to remove one trillion tons 
of carbon dioxide emissions from 
the planet’s atmosphere this century. 
Scientists are now saying that changing 

lightbulbs and all the other emission 
reducing ideas are not good enough. 
In a special report in October 2018, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change warned that we have just 12 
years to act if we hope to avoid slipping 
past 1.5°C, the level regarded by most 
scientists as the furthest we can go if 
we hope to preserve life more or less 
as we know it.

The article goes on to suggest seven 
carbon capture strategies and how they 
would compare by their pros and cons. 
None of them are going to be easy. 
Most are too slow. If the world keeps 
on burning fossil fuel while this is going 
on, how will this affect the deadline 
and cost?

One of the strategies is biochar. 
This is one of the slow ones. Crops, 
manure, or organic waste is heated, 
without oxygen, creating biofuel and 
biochar – a charcoal-like residue rich 
in carbon. It is spread onto agricultural 
fields to improve soil, which can also 
bind additional carbon. Large-scale 
production with minimal energy inputs 
could be a challenge. 

So I did some math on this. If the 
biochar needs to be put on the soil at 
15 tons to the acre as the University 
of Illinois suggested then in order to 
reach the target, which works out to 
375 billion tons of carbon (1 carbon + 
2 oxygen), we have to do 39 million 
square miles. That is about the size of 
three Africas. 

Actually, Africa is one of the ideal 
places to do some of it and China might 
be the country to make it happen as 
China is already going there to improve 
farming. China is not shy about nuclear 
energy and it will probably take this 
kind of energy to make it all happen.

Going back to the article, there 
are different prices tossed out with no 
certainty. So if $100 per ton could be 
achieved that would be $100 trillion.

So I think that if there was a real 
determination to do the research on how 
to find the best methods to proceed and 
globally get on with it, we could do it. 
It will take a lot of energy.

Frank Nixon
Winlaw

Open letter to Prime 
Minister Justin 
Trudeau, various 
ministers, BC and 
national RCMP…

It’s a new year. What will you 
do to decrease the negative impacts 
of climate change? There are laws 
in place to prevent atrocities and 
injustices to Indigenous peoples and 
the lands they have managed and 
relied on for thousands of years. Will 
you implement them? There are laws 
to protect communities whose lives, 
health and future are on the industrial 
log and leave chopping block. Will you 
choose to uphold these laws?

A new year indeed, but it’s looking 
like it’s business as usual – or worse 
than ever – in respect to life here 
in BC. All of you have power and 

influence that can make a difference 
to your own children’s future and 
generations of plants, animals and 
people to come. It’s hard for me to get 
my mind around the possibility that 
none of you care at all about that future 
and are willing to sell it to the highest 
bidder. How can you kiss your children 
goodnight and sleep a wink knowing 
what heartache and devastation your 
signatures are causing across this 
spectacular province.

As I write, there are scores of 
people gathering in solidarity with 
the Wet’suwet’en people whose 
constitutionally protected Aboriginal 
rights, governance, legal and human 
rights have all been outrageously 
violated by you and your employers. 
The Canadian government has allowed 
heavily armed RCMP and Coastal 
GasLink Corporation to forcibly 
remove these people from their 
unceded territory to make way for a 
pipeline that would feed the proposed 
LNG Canada fracked gas plant.

With this letter, I express my 
solidarity with these peaceful title 
holders who are defending their lands 
and waters. Will you even come out of 
your comfortable offices and listen to 
the thousands of people staging actions 
across the world, from Smithers to 
Whitehorse to Italy? I doubt it. You 
won’t read this, either. I’ll get some 
automated response that confirms 
there’s nobody home to hear.

“This is a historic moment when 
the federal and provincial governments 
can choose to follow their stated 
principles of reconciliation, or respond 
by perpetuating colonial theft and 
violence in Canada.”

I also write to express my solidarity 
with our many precious domestic use 
watersheds and the small communities 
they sustain, and am stunned by your 
endorsement of reckless, heavy-
handed, industrial logging practices. 
Using outdated data to determine cut 
volumes, unprecedented hectares of 
trees are being mechanically harvested 
with unconscionable urgency. Jobs 
are lost to these remote controlled 
feller-bunchers, raw lumber is leaving 
Canada (more jobs lost), cash crop 
replanting is severely diminishing 
biodiversity, species extinctions 
(caribou!) are occurring – all on your 
watch. How will you explain this to 
your grandchildren?

Like Wet’suwet’en Clans have 
stated: “…this is our home. Our 
medicines, our berries, our food, the 
animals, our water, our culture are all 
here since time immemorial. We are 
obligated to protect our ways of life 
for our babies unborn.”

Under Rights and Responsibilities 
of a Canadian Citizen “it is part of 
your duty to preserve Canada’s natural, 
cultural, and architectural heritage for 
future generations to enjoy.” People are 
being violated and arrested for doing 
their duty (in honour of the land) while 
the real criminals use dollar bills, pens 
and machines to get away with murder.

Susan VanRooy
Johnson’s Landing
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Debt slave
Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of 

Canada, recently stated the deficit/ debt 
in Canada is not a problem because 
rating agencies like Moody’s and 
Standard and Poor have given Canada 
a good credit rating.

Should Canadians start to worry 
when it slips to AA? How about 
slipping to B-? Is that a good time 
to worry, Mr. PM? Federal Liberal 
annual deficits have been double what 
your election campaign promised to 
Canadians.

People and government addicted 
to debt can always find a way to justify 
it. Only when things get very bad will 
the government intervene and start 
with some fiscal restraint. It will be 
too late by then, Justin. Why is Canada 
throwing good money on interest 
payments when those funds should be 
making our country strong with good 
services and infrastructure?

When our credit rating becomes 
alphabet garbage, the whole country 
will  look like investment dog 
excrement. Who wants to invest in a 
country that can’t keep a handle on 
their debt? If you fall to a C in Moody’s 
alphabet, you are in deep economic 
trouble. Current C countries deemed by 
Moody’s are Venezuela, most of Africa, 
Greece, Pakistan, Ukraine, Cuba, 
Barbados, Cyprus and many more.

Money flows to countries that have 
good fundamentals. Canada is having 
trouble putting a simple oil pipeline 
through, one that was planned for 
decades! No wonder Alberta is rolling 
their eyes and inflamed with anger 
at BC and Ottawa. Investors want a 
sure thing. Canada is not a sure thing 
at the moment, sadly. With enormous 
resources and a small population, 
Canada should be the envy of the 
world. Peel back the veneer of political 
lies and corporate welfare and you see 
very little return on investment. GM 
Canada was bailed out by taxpayers 
and they left to make electric cars in 
Mexico or wherever. Enbridge sold us 
their pipeline in the making because 
shareholders were fed up with red tape 
and a lack of real progress. CUPW 
postal workers are legislated back 
to work, their grievances left for yet 
another court hearing. Other unions 
like USW want a fair shake in Canada, 
good luck to them.

Corporations like Imperial Mines 
can leave a big runny streak of yellow 
toxic mine tailings in Quesnel Lake 
and that’s just peachy. The worst 
mine disaster in Canadian history 
and taxpayers will clean up the mess. 
Former premier of BC, Christy Clark, 
sided with Imperial Mines to keep other 
corporations happy and relaxed. Don’t 
worry, if you ruin the BC environment, 
we have your back! The Slocan River 
toxic spill of jet fuel seems to have 

evaporated from the political landscape. 
The happiness of Canadian taxpayers 
means nothing, unless it is an election 
year.

Doug Ford’s  Conservat ive 
government was recently downgraded 
to AA – with a negative future outlook. 
Who wants to invest in a province 
or country that ignores deficits and 
debt? Ontario has more debt than 
California and it is getting worse. As 
your creditworthiness slides, your 
borrowing costs will rise. No political 
spin from Canada will alter this. Credit 
agencies look at cold, hard numbers, 
not political spin and outright lies. It’s 
relatively easy to hoodwink a Canadian 
taxpayer; credit agencies like Moody’s 
and Standard & Poor are not falling for 
any political ruse.

You can plunge your head in the oil 
sands Justin Trudeau, and I suppose that 
silver spoon in your mouth from daddy 
will keep you fed just fine. The rest of 
Canada may not be so lucky.

Nick Chatten
Crescent Valley

Open letter to 
Minister Doug 
Donaldson

I am enclosing a copy of the 
Valley Voice, the newspaper based 
in New Denver. The Voices fromthe 
Valleys is a section that many 
well-educated people contribute to 
and there are two separate pages 
containing particularly good letters 
from Angelica Herlihy from Grand 
Forks. These are short and to the 
point.

As a now retired horse packer, 
I have seen so much wilderness 
simply squandered by machines. The 
unsustainable clearcut logging kills 
more than trees and right in my own 
area I am driving through cutblocks 
that used to hold many mushrooms 
which I used to harvest. It was home 
to bears and deer and elk, but now 
is scorched earth and resembles a 
war zone. This approach cannot 
be allowed to continue and now 
there are apparently 25 watersheds 
slated for similar treatment. This is 
blatantly wrong.

I enclose an article from the 
Nelson Star regarding Laird Creek, 
one of those watersheds. People 
here had done their due diligence 
and had the site studied, and found 
it was liable to slide if logged. 
Yet the BCTS folks ignored them 
and logged. It slid and people lost 
their water quality, and yet nothing 
happens as a result. This is blatant 
hubris on the part of your ministry 
representatives. The people of the 
Kootenays are uniting to have their 
voices heard. They are blockading, 
sending petitions and writing letters, 
which is the only way to raise 
awareness and press for change.

The trouble is the machines 
won’t stop and politics move slowly. 
So before the watersheds slated for 
logging are lost, I am asking you 
to intervene and request that these 

watersheds be left intact.
Also, the vast waste of wood 

from slash burning must stop. The 
heat and smoke are not good for the 
environment and chipping it may be 
more expensive but has to be the way 
in the future.

Please take the time to read the 
enclosed letters. The people are 
ahead of the government in stating 
the need for immediate changes to 
current practices.

Many voices are coming together 
to let you know that things are not 
right in our neck of the woods. 
We live in this area for a reason. 
Trees, clean air and water make the 
Kootenays such a wonderful place 
to live, but right now your ministry 
intends to destroy all three in many 
areas.

Water is life and I’m sure you 
know that clearcuts affect how the 
natural systems keep things working 
to sustain us.

We have to treat the Earth more 
gently, log to leave a forest, and stop 
the burning. I am not alone. I have 
written letters to papers, and have 
featured letters from others about our 
forest practices on my radio program 
on Kootenay Co-op Radio. What is 
currently going on is deplorable and 
the time for change is now.

It is within your power to change 
what is slated regarding watershed 
logging, so please put a moratorium 
on it, as well as on slash burning.

We are wasting and polluting 
for no reason except expedience and 
there has to be a better way to do 
things. People are getting very angry 
about not being listened to.

Please take the time to read what 
I have included here. Please help 
save our watersheds from clearcut 
destruction and log to leave a forest 
elsewhere.

Gabriela Grabowsky
Kaslo

Money makes a 
poor salad

Prince Justin’s promises to usher in 
a new sustainable wave for the planet 
are looking pretty suspect these days. 
The oil industry has other plans. They 
intend not only to sustain the output of 
oil from the oil sands, but to double it. 
The people of Alberta, led by a weak 
but desperate Premier, are being duped 
into believing that what is good for 
the oil barons, is good for Albertans. 
Having been born in Edmonton, and 
having lived a good portion of my 
early life in Alberta, I have a lot of 
respect for our neighbours to the east, 
and I don’t understand why they can’t 
see that the oil companies are not their 
friends. They promise to create jobs, but 
only because they have to in order to 
be permitted to plunder our resources. 
They have been allowed to do so 
for decades for the payment of truly 
pathetic royalty payments. Norwegians 
receive more than 10 times as much 
for their oil.

Rachel Notley promises to produce 
more jobs by shipping Alberta oil 
offshore because, there, she contends 
the oil companies will get more money 
for their product. But the oil companies 
want to exploit the resource twice as 
fast. Shouldn’t we be trying to create 
enough jobs for our people and exploit 
the resource at a slower pace? Why 
devastate the resource and produce 
way more jobs than we need? Every 
job we create takes a chunk out of 
Mother Earth.

It is my understanding that a lot of 
the oil powering Eastern Canada comes 
from Saudi Arabia. Clearly if Alberta 
got their oil there, it would make 
sense not to import foreign oil, which 
currently must be shipped across the 
ocean and up the St. Lawrence Seaway, 
putting the world’s environment and 
Canada’s environment at risk. I know, 
I know, the East, and especially Quebec 
didn’t want a pipeline any more than 
Vancouver does, but I believe that 
was mostly because the oil companies 
wanted to pump so much oil in that 
pipeline, that much of it would have to 
go on ships and sent offshore, again, 
putting our beautiful eastern waters at 
increased risk. Why not scale it down so 
that we just supply our own people with 
Canadian oil. We should slow down 
or at least stabilize oil sands output at 
current levels thereby providing a lot of 
jobs for Albertans and other Canadians 
over a longer period of time.

After having spent billions buying 
a worn-out pipeline in hopes of forcing 
offshore oil exports down the throats of 
British Columbians, Prince Justin now 
wants to subsidize the oil companies 
who didn’t think to put a bit aside 
in the good times and are now in 
trouble. Bear in mind that Canada 
is currently running a deficit, so that 
means Canadian taxpayers are going to 
borrow even more money to subsidize 
this greedy, shameless industry. It is 
time Prince Justin cut the crap and 
started doing what he promised to do 
before the last election. No Canadian is 

dumb enough to buy his current snake 
oil. We have to stabilize, and then 
reduce our oil output and our economic 
growth if we want to survive on this 
planet. Money makes a poor salad.

Rod Retzlaff
Glade

Warning for 
Valhalla

Northern Europeans, familiar 
with Norse mythology, are surprised 
to find names from that mythology 
given to so many peaks here in the 
mountains of the Kootenays. The 
original native people may have had 
their own names for those mountains, 
but none seem to have survived onto 
the maps available now. That’s a 
pity, because their names may have 
given us insight into how they see 
the world.

Nevertheless, there is a poignant 
lesson from those names from the 
Norse mythology. They remind us of 
the downfall of those exploiting their 
natural resources to the hilt.

Norse mythology, like most 
mythologies, has many variations. 
The composer Richard Wagner 
extracted episodes and names 
from Norse mythology and added 
in portions of the Germanic 
‘Nibelungenlied’ (Nibelungen-song) 
to compose a four-part opera, which 
through its various intertwining of 

gods and humans illustrates basically 
the same story: Hubris and arrogance 
lead to a bitter end.

The story in a nutshell goes like 
this. The gods want to build Valhalla, 
a fortress – a castle of magnificent 
size. To build it, they hire giants 
to deal with the huge logs being 
used. To pay the giants for their 
work, top god Odin (also known as 
Wotan) promises them the goddess 
of youth, Freia. When his consort, 
his wife Fricka, hears about that 
unsavoury deal, she insists that a 
different payment must be found for 
the giants. Loki, the god of fire and 
deceit, thinks of a solution.

He has heard that Alberich, the 
chief of the Nibelungen tribe, has 
renounced love to gain power and 
gold, because the Rhinemaidens 
have rejected his love advances. 
From the gold he has forged a ring 
that will give him power over the 
whole world, as foretold by the 
Rheinmaidens, the guardians of the 
Rheingold. Loki by chance lets the 
giants know about that deal: love 
for gold and power. The gods now 
have to figure out how to get hold 
of the gold. 

Loki  comes up with  the 
solution – simply steal the gold. 
This means descending into the 
Rhein river, where Alberich and the 
Rheinmaidens guard it. By all the 
tricks of the trade, Loki manages 
to distract the guardians of the gold 
and take off with the gold, including 
the powerful ring and the Tarnhelm, 
which can make the bearer invisible. 
But Alberich has cursed the ring with 
the same curse by which he gained 
the power of the ring – by renouncing 
love for gold and power. Destined 
disaster for the bearers!

Meanwhile, the giants have 
kidnapped Freia. When the gods 
come with the gold, the giants are 
enticed by it, especially by the 
ring and the Tarnhelm and their 
properties of magic power. The 
giants will release Freia only if the 
gold can be piled high enough that 
they won’t see Freia anymore. That 
takes all the gold, including the ring 
and Tarnhelm, and Freia comes free 
again.

To complete Valhalla, the fortress 
in which the gods will be able the 
celebrate and honour the mortal 
heroes that have fallen in their battles 
against the evil forces in the world, 
more building material is needed. 
There is still the world ash tree 
Yggdrasil, on which all life on Earth 
depends. Chief god Wotan decides 
to fell that tree to complete Valhalla.

With the downfall of Yggdrasil, 
life begins to wither, wildfires break 
out, and the strong fortress in which 
the Valkyr maidens were to heal 
and comfort the mortal wounds of 
the warriors all goes up in flames = 
Goetterdaemmerung = the twilight of 
the gods. All because of the greed for 
ever more and bigger.

Richard Eichenauer
Edgewood
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by Jan McMurray
• Dawn Attorp will be hired as 

Interim CAO for up to two months 
beginning January 23, 2019 with 
contract terms to be negotiated. 
Attorp has a wealth of experience in 
local government administration. She 
has held the positions of Corporate 
Officer at the City of Kimberley 
and General Manager of Corporate 
Administration at the RDCK for 
eight years (including a year and 
a half as Acting CAO). She also 
worked at the City of Grand Forks 
(1991-2005).

• A moment of silence was 
observed to mark the passing of 
previous mayor and councillor, 

Kaslo council, January 8: Interim CAO hired
Robert Douglas.

• Jeremy Behn, owner of 
Mountain Fruit Folklore, made a 
presentation to council. He requested 
additional retail space in the Kembell 
building that would requiring 
alterations to the existing first floor 
layout. Staff will meet with Behn to 
look over and discuss the options of 
renovating office space 107. If there 
are no issues, the renovations will be 
permitted. All costs are to be incurred 
by Behn.

• Council received a response 
from the Ministry of Children and 
Family Development to Mayor 
Hewat’s letter regarding funding cuts 
to the Early Years Centres operated 

by North Kootenay Lake Community 
Services Society. The response says 
that the ministry’s sole focus will 
be direct services to families when 
entering into contracts with providers 
of early years services. “While 
you indicate you are providing 
direct services under the Early Years 
Centre contract, this is not consistent 
practice across the province,” the 
letter says, so the provincial Early 
Years Centre initiative will end April 
30. The government will provide 
NKLCSS with funding for early 
years programming for the 2019-20 
fiscal year, but it is expected to be 
significantly less than the $54,000 
it has been receiving annually under 

the Early Years Centre initiative.
Mayor Hewat reported that she 

had spoken to the Columbia Basin 
Trust (CBT) and confirmed that 
CBT’s funding support for the Early 
Years Centres is not contingent on 
matched funding.

• The Village will provide 
a letter of support for KORTS 
(Kaslo Outdoor Recreation and 
Trails Society) to accompany an 
application for RDCK Community 
Works funding. The funding would 
be used to make improvements 
to the trail network, including the 
installation of signage. As some 
of the trails are within the Village, 
KORTS would like to work with 

Village reps on signage design. 
Council decided to invite KORTS 
to a future Committee of the Whole 
meeting. Councillor Lang excused 
himself from the meeting for this 
item.

• A letter from the Kaslo and Area 
Chamber of Commerce requests 
a meeting with council to discuss 
several topics, including the Official 
Community Plan, the Economic 
Development Plan, directional 
s ignage project ,  community 
wildfire protection plans, Kaslo 
Airport initiatives, and MIABC 
insurance. Council directed staff to 
request further clarification from the 
Chamber on this list of topics.

• A letter from a Kaslo resident 
asks the Village to find a retail outlet 
for garbage tags that is open more 
days and hours than the Village office 
and Barren’s. Council asked staff to 
look into alternative outlets.

submitted
“I would have better mental and 

physical health if I was in my own 
home community, close to people I 
know,” asserted one long-time resident 
of Kaslo. After a serious fall, he was 
placed in residential care in Nelson. 
He is on a waiting list for Kaslo with 
at least three others ahead of him. 
His comments reflect a common 
sentiment expressed on a community 
survey undertaken in 2018, which put 
a strong exclamation point on the need 

Time for action on residential care in Kaslo
to expand residential care in Kaslo. 
Residents contributed stories and letters 
alongside the survey responses. Of 
106 respondents, about 80% are aged 
60 or older.

The goal of the Hospital Expansion 
Committee, a subcommittee of the 
Kaslo and Area D Health Care Selection 
Committee, is to draw attention to a 
long-promised 10-bed expansion of 
the residential care facility at Kaslo. 
The need for an additional 20-30 beds 
for Kaslo was identified in a 1998 

government study. Plans included 
a two-phase extension. Phase one 
expansion was completed in 2002. 
An additional 10 beds were scheduled 
for 2002-03, but that promise remains 
unfulfilled.

Survey respondents were clear, 
especially about the need to care 
for community residents in their 
community:

• All respondents supported 
expanding residential care at the 
Victorian Community Health Centre 

in Kaslo.
•  Approximately 70% also 

supported more palliative and respite 
rooms and the addition of intermediate 
care facilities and rooms for couples.

• 92 respondents stated that they 
would not be comfortable accepting 
a residential care room in another 
location. Remaining in their community 
with family and friends was the key 
reason. 78 cited the difficulties and 
expense of traveling to more distant 
locations.

People see an immediate need for 
expanded access to residential care 
in Kaslo. The Hospital Expansion 
Committee is asking to meet with 
Minister of Health Adrian Dix to 
share the results of this community 
engagement process and explore ways 
to fulfill a decades-old promise.

The committee thanks everyone 
who participated in the survey and 
welcomes additional responses.

Contact Val Koenig 250-353-2168, 
Sheila Roberts kaslosheila@gmail.com 
or Kevin Flaherty 250-353-8363 for 
more information.

submitted
A n  i d e a ,  s p a r k e d  b y  a 

conversat ion between Andy 
Shadrack and Patrick Steiner of 
the Food Hub, was to hold a free 
community dinner at Christmas for 
those who were alone, seniors, low-
income and strangers. This proposal, 
shared among a number of locals, 
was the beginning of the Community 
Cares Network.

Requests went out for funding, 
donations and volunteers for set-up 

Kaslo Community Cares hosts Christmas meal and celebration 
crew, decorations, and entertainment, 
and the response was generous, as 
was support from the Kaslo Legion 
and the Ladies’ Auxiliary food 
preparation team.

The enthusiasm and cooperation 
of so many people made the first 
Community Dinner and Celebration 
come to fruition on December 20. 
The JVH kindergarten and grade 
one class created and delivered tree 
decorations, and senior students 
assisted with serving and clean-up. 

The hall was festively decorated by 
a team from Kaslo Senior Citizens’ 
Association Branch #81. The buffet 
meal, served to 192 people, provided 
a full course Christmas dinner with 
a wide assortment of desserts. A few 
Victorian Hospital Care residents 
were bussed in to enjoy the dinner 
and several meals were delivered 
to shut-ins.

Mrs. Claus mingled with the 
crowd offering mandarin oranges, 
candy canes, decorations and toys. 
Musical entertainment was provided 
by the Moon Family Band and the 
Celtic Kitchen Party.

The evening was deemed a 
resounding success, based on 
comments from both diners and 
volunteers. 

The Community Cares Network 
hopes to take on some other 
worthwhile ventures in the future, 
and the approximately $600 surplus 
will be donated to the Kaslo Food 
Hub for possibly another community 
meal in the spring.

submitted
The Langham’s popular Adventure 

Travel Series continues with ‘Japan 
– Nation at the Crossroads.’ Join 
Kaslovians Dan and Shelley Miles 
for a portrait of their sojourn in Japan 
as they experienced it living in Tokyo 
for three years, focusing on modern 
Japan, its vibrancy and challenges.

Living and working closely with 
Japanese students, teachers, and 
friends over several years, the Miles 

Dan and Shelley Miles will present their experience living in Tokyo for three years at the Langham.

Langham presents Kaslovians’ 
memories of Japan

gained a unique perspective on the 
complex and fascinatingly different 
culture of modern-day Japan. 

“By learning from others, we 
learn about ourselves. Our show 
will attempt to share some of these 
insights,” says Dan.

There are two show dates and 
times: Saturday January 26 at 3 pm, 
and then Sunday January 27 at 7 pm. 
Admission is by donation at the door, 
$10. www.thelangham.ca
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by Moe Lyons
• Councillor Leah Main 

reported on the RDCK work 
being done in regards to the new 
Recycle BC recycling program. 
She said the RDCK is working 
very hard not to lose any depots, 
while still controlling costs. 
New Denver will likely be the 
location of the core depot, and 
Silverton will have a satellite 
depot. The satellite depot will 
take up no more space than the 
current depot, as it uses Sea-
cans and requires no fencing. 
Main said the new depots may 
accept more recyclable materials 
than are accepted now. Also, 
contamination may be minimized 
in the new system, therefore 
ensuring the materials get 
recycled rather than landfilled.

• Council received an 
encouraging update from the 
Columbia Basin Broadband 
Corporation (CBBC) regarding 
the funding application to the 
Province’s Connecting BC 
Program for the installation of 
fibreoptic cable from Playmor 
Junction to Nakusp. CBBC 
promised a more substantive 
report in the new year.

• Council approved the Terms 
of Reference and Memorandum 
of Understanding for the Slocan 
Valley Economic Development 
Project.

• Councillor Main will be 
attending a four-day transit 
planning meeting, hopefully 
resulting in increased service.

• Mayor Clarke reported on a 
meeting with Henning von Krogh 
about putting together heritage 
signs for a walking tour similar 
to the one in New Denver. It 
was suggested a summer student 
might help with this program.

• Council passed a bylaw 
removing the tax exemption 
from the property at 704 Lake 
Avenue as it “no longer conforms 
to the conditions necessary 
for exemption.” This site was 
formerly used as a place of 
worship by the New Denver 
Congregation of Jehovah’s 
Witnesses, but has been sold and 
is no longer being used for that 
purpose.

• Councillor Kelly Gordon 
will be taking a brief leave of 
absence in the new year as 
she will be travelling. She has 
been researching emergency 

management and has been in 
contact with Emergency Info 
BC. She will submit a report in 
the new year.

• Councillor Yofonoff 
was appointed to the Cultural 
Planning group, in response to 
the Slocan Lake Arts Council’s 
invitation.

•  Dr.  La r ry  Za l e sk i 
approached council with the 
idea of erecting signage at both 
entrances to the Village ‘Please 
Drive Gently.’ Council referred 
this to the next Committee of the 
Whole meeting.

•  Counc i l  ag reed  to 
part icipate  in the Local 
Government Management 
Association’s Commemorative 
Tree Planting initiative. Staff will 
select a tree and recommend a 
location, and the Village will hold 
a commemorative tree planting 
ceremony in recognition of local 
government and its ongoing 
commitment to the community. 
Council was impressed with the 
package, which indicates what 
kinds of trees would be best for 
each particular climatic zone.

• Council noted that the 
A r r o w  S l o c a n  To u r i s m 

Association’s application for a 
2% Municipal Regional District 
Tax (hotel tax) was approved. 
The organization is a non-profit 
and the money will be used to 
promote the area.

• The Public Foreman’s 
Report was delivered by the 
CAO. The crew has been 
cleaning up the gallery. HVAC 
experts have dealt with problems 
with the system, and there has 
been a plumbing upgrade.

• Council adopted the 
Council Remuneration and 
Expenses Bylaw, which updates 
the mayor and councillors’ 
stipend amounts to $5,000 per 
year for the mayor and $3,000 
per year for councillors. These 
amounts have been in effect since 
January 2018, but the bylaw had 
not been updated until now. 

• Council received the 2018 
Community Profile for Silverton 
from the Columbia Basin Rural 
Development Institute. This is a 
very detailed and comprehensive 
21-page report which Councillor 
Main described as “a remarkable 
tool.” Mayor Clarke agreed it 
contains “great information to 
know.”

Silverton council, December and January: Recycling depot update

submitted
The ninth annual Slocan 

Lake Christmas bird count took 
place on December 29. The day 
was overcast with light snow and 
it seemed that a lot of the birds 
were not moving much. Nineteen 
people participated and donated 
their energy to the Slocan Lake 
count, as well as two parties 
who count at Passmore Lodge 
and Perry’s Bridge. The Slocan 
Lake Circle is defined as a circle 
centered approximately at the 
golf course and runs from Hills 
to lower Red Mountain Road. 

Twenty-five species were 
observed on the count day with 
nine more recorded during 
the three days before and after 
bird count day. This is up from 
last year, when counters found 

Slocan Lake Christmas bird count results
23 species and 412 birds. The 
greatest number of birds counted 
during the Slocan Lake count’s 
nine-year history was 965 (2015). 
The results are submitted to 
Bird Studies Canada and the 
National Audubon Society, which 
maintains the massive database 
of Christmas bird counts going 
back to 1900. 

The following species and 
numbers were observed: Canada 
Goose (30), Trumpeter Swan 
(16), Mallard (12), Bufflehead 
(4), Harlequin Duck (1), Ruffed 
Grouse (2), Bald Eagle (3), 
Northern Flicker (15), Pileated 
Woodpecker (4), Steller’s Jay 
(8), American Crow (38), Raven 
(19), Black-capped Chickadee 
(32), Red-breasted Nuthatch 
(6), Pacific Wren (2), American 

Dipper (5), Golden-crowned 
Kinglet (15), American Robin 
(26), Varied Thrush (29), Song 
Sparrow (24), Dark-eyed Junco 
(19), House Finch (1), Red 
Crossbills (15), Pine Siskin (110), 

Blue Jay (10) and Harris Sparrow 
(1). During Christmas Week they 
added Horned Grebe (1), Downy 
Woodpecker (1), Barred Owl (1), 
Mountain Chickadee (5), Brown 
Creeper (1), Bohemian Waxwing 

(30), Cassin’s Finch (10), and 
American Goldfinch (3). 

The birds that volunteers 
count down the valley are 
interesting and records are kept of 
these numbers for future reference 

when a ‘circle’ can be established 
in the southern valley. They 
saw birds like White-breasted 
Nuthatches, Hairy Woodpeckers, 
and Common Mergansers which 
the northern counters did not see.

submitted
The 13th annual North 

Valley Mountain Film Festival 
returns to Silverton Memorial 
Hall March 2. 

“Every year we receive 
excellent submissions,” said 
festival coordinator Myles 
Berney. “We review and 
consider all submissions and 
do our best to select a diverse 
range of films and slideshows 
to feature at each year’s festival. 
Our festival is a fantastic venue 
to share your passions and 

Film festival calls for submissions 
adventures with your friends and 
community.” 

Films and slideshows 
that have been featured at 
past festivals have ranged 
from short ski and snowboard 
films produced by local 
youth to professionally 
produced adventure films and 
environmental documentaries.

This year it is once again 
offering a People’s Choice 
Award and thanks Valhalla 
Mountain Touring, Ambler 
Mountain Works, and Ice Creek 

Lodge for their continued 
support of this award. Cash 
prizes of $300, $200 and $100 
will be awarded respectively to 
the best three films voted by the 
audience at this year’s event. 

Submissions for the 2019 
North Valley Mountain Film 
Festival will be accepted until 
the January 31 deadline. The 
NVMFF is looking for films 
or slideshows that showcase 
passion for the outdoors or the 
environment, preferably with a 
Kootenay connection. 

For submission guidelines 
and event information, please 
visit the festival website 
at northvalleyfilmfestival.
com or direct inquiries to 
northvalleyfilmfest@gmail.com.

The North Valley Mountain 
Film Festival organizing 
committee would like to thank 
all the local artists and volunteers 
who make this event possible. 
Further thanks to the Columbia 
Basin Trust for their continued 
support of this annual community 
event.

submitted
T h e  We s t  K o o t e n a y 

EcoSociety will ask New Denver 
council to commit to 100% 
renewable energy at its January 
22 meeting. New Denver would 
join Slocan, Nelson, and the 
Regional District of Central 
Kootenay locally in committing 
to 100% renewable energy at the 
community level, by 2050.

The West Kootenay local 
governments join Vancouver, 
Victoria, and Saanich in BC, and 
three in other provinces. More 
than 100 cities in the US and 
hundreds across the globe have 
committed to some form of 100% 
renewable energy.

“100% renewable energy 
means by 2050 we’ll be carbon-
neutral in heating and cooling, 
electricity, transportation, and 

EcoSociety promotes renewable energy to New Denver council 
waste management throughout 
the community: that’s homes, 
businesses and city operations,” 
said Montana Burgess, the 
EcoSociety’s executive director.

Half of Canada’s carbon 
pollution falls under the policy 
purview of municipalities. To 
build support for municipal 
action, the EcoSociety has been 
working with volunteers across 
the region. So far more than 6,000 
residents have signed the 100% 
Renewable Kootenays petition, 
including one-third of New 
Denver residents, and more than 
60 businesses support the goal. 

“Trying to be a leader in 
green jobs, healthy community, 
and clean energy is the right 
thing to do,” said Burgess. “It’s 
a huge opportunity to act first 
and attract innovation to craft 

energy solutions that fit” local 
communities. “If we want to 
preserve the snow and forests we 

love for skiing, hiking, biking, we 
need to be bold leaders and work 
together.”

submitted
The  Hidden  Garden 

Gallery invites you to ‘History, 
Mystery and Movement’ by 
Neil Dunnigan, a Food for 
Thought Presentation January 
20, 7:30 pm, at Knox Hall in 
New Denver.

E v e r  w o n d e r  h o w 
martial arts evolved and what 
differentiates them? Come and 
learn about the historical roots 
of martial art categories and 
branches; myths, folklore and 
complete misinterpretations; and 
the distinction between martial 

HGG Food for Thought: 
history of the martial arts

arts, martial sports and martial 
exercise.

Sensei Neil Dunnigan 
has been studying traditional 
karate-do for 45 years. He is an 
internationally certified black 
belt, holding the rank of Kyoshi 
Hachidan (8th degree). He 
studies directly under Sensei 
Tsutomu Nakahodo in Okinawa, 
Japan. Sensei Nakahodo was 
recently declared an Okinawan 
Cultural Living Treasure.

Admission is by donation 
to benefit the gallery. www.
hiddengardengallery.ca.
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Toad People 
to screen in 
Nakusp and 
Silverton this 
weekend
by Jan McMurray

Toad People, the award-winning 
film that features the western toads at 
Summit Lake, is coming to Nakusp 
and Silverton this weekend.

The film shows at the Arrow 
Lakes Theatre on Friday, January 
18 at 7 pm and at the Silverton 
Memorial Hall on Saturday, January 
19 at 7 pm.

Produced by the Wilderness 
Committee, Toad People recently 
won a prestigious international 
Wildscreen Panda Award.

The main character in the film, 
Summit Lake resident Debbie 
Pitaoulis, will speak at the Nakusp 
showing. Two other local residents 
who appear in the film will speak 
at the Silverton screening. Wayne 
McCrory of the Valhalla Wilderness 
Society will chair the Silverton 
event, and Marcy Mahr will make a 
presentation about the society’s work 
to protect the western toads at Fish/ 
Bear Lake, and a Summit Lake park 
proposal.

Other local residents in the film 
include Debbie’s partner Tio and 
their dog Ember, Jakob Dulisse, and 
Eloise Charet.

Isabelle Groc, who co-directed 
the film with Mike McKinlay, says 
it was a privilege to film the toads at 
Summit Lake, home to the largest 
known population of western toads 
in BC. “Most of all, getting to know 
the local people who have worked 
so hard to conserve this species was 
a real inspiration for me. I am happy 
that I had the opportunity to tell their 
story, so that their dedication and 
commitment to the natural world 
and endangered wildlife can be an 
example for others to take action.”

The screenings are co-sponsored 
by the Wilderness Committee and the 
Valhalla Wilderness Society.

We’ve heard a lot in the news 
lately about the challenges facing 
the oil sector, but much less about 
the serious problems confronting 
another natural resource industry 
— forestry.

Two years ago, the United States 
placed significant import tariffs 
on softwood lumber. Those illegal 
tariffs are still in place, yet we hear 
almost nothing in the news about 
efforts to remove them or the effects 
they are having on the Canadian 
industry, despite daily articles on 
US-Canada trade in other sectors.

The mountain pine beetle 
destroyed much of the timber supply 
in British Columbia in the past 20 
years and has now spread across 
Alberta and is threatening to enter 
Saskatchewan. Spruce budworm has 
reappeared in epidemic numbers in 
Quebec and is being fought in the 
Maritimes after a few decades of 
quiescence.

Every year seems to be a forest 
fire catastrophe in Canada now; 

From the Hill: A column by MP Richard Cannings
British Columbia alone spends 
hundreds of millions of dollars every 
summer just to battle the blazes. The 
losses to forest companies and rural 
communities are incalculable.

One of Canada’s iconic wildlife 
species, the caribou, the magnificent 
head on the back of our quarter, 
is disappearing from most parts 
of its range in Canada. Forestry 
is implicated as one of the causes 
of that decline, and governments 
across the country are considering 
reductions in annual cut to forestall 
further impacts on the species.

The industry has benefited from 
high lumber prices during this time 
of disruption, with prices pushing 
to the high $500 range this spring, 
fuelled by a strong US market. 
But lumber prices have dropped 

dramatically in recent months to just 
above $300 as housing starts have 
fallen in the US, and local mills are 
feeling the crunch.

So, what can the federal 
government do to help the forest 
industry?

It should settle the softwood 
lumber dispute that has dragged 
on far too long. I’m happy that the 
Chapter 19 remedies of NAFTA 
are retained in the new USMCA, 
remedies that allow Canada to fight 
US tariffs directly.

Forest stands have changed 
since indigenous practices that kept 
forests open and fuel loads low 
were stopped in the late 1800s, and 
Smoky-the-Bear fire suppression 
began in the mid-1900s. Fuel loads 
are now dangerously high and create 

ideal conditions for catastrophic 
fires.

T h e  F i l m o n  r e p o r t , 
commissioned after the devastating 
BC fires of 2003, identified 685,000 
hectares of forest that needed to be 
treated, but 12 years after the report 
was written, BC had only dealt with 
8% of the total.

These treatments are not just 
needed in BC; they are needed 
across the country wherever 
communities touch on forests. The 
federal government could provide 
significant funds to provinces and 
municipalities to carry out these 
thinning operations, funds that 
would in turn create jobs for forest 
sector workers, fibre for mills, and 
fire safe communities.

As I’ve suggested in my private 

members bill, C-354 (now in the 
Senate), government procurement 
powers could be used to build more 
large government buildings out 
of wood. This would store carbon 
throughout the life of the building, 
presuming that the carbon balance in 
the forests during and after harvest 
was neutral to positive.

To make sure of that, the federal 
government needs to invest more 
in research around the role our 
forests could play in helping us 
sequester carbon dioxide and reach 
our Paris targets. If we want credits 
for the carbon captured by our 
forests and wetlands, we must be 
sure that these credits are real and 
deserved, and we must adapt our 
forest practices to ensure that they 
are being maximized.
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by Claire Paradis
Nakusp Rotarian Kees van der Pol 

has been hard at work trying to create an 
international Peace Park on the border 
of Pakistan and India, but it’s going to 
take some time.

Van der Pol and his wife, Mayumi, 
experienced tension between the two 
countries, which occasionally erupts into 
violence, when they visited the Pakistani 
Punjab a few years ago. In February 
2015, two months after the school 
massacre in Peshawar, they arrived 
in Lahore, Pakistan with two other 
Rotarians on a Friendship Exchange. 
They visited schools, orphanages, 
clinics, and hospitals and marvelled 
at the work of Pakistan Rotary. There 
was so much need… and there were so 
many projects. 

Their second friendship stop was 
Multan, a much less developed city 
about five hours drive to the southwest. 
There, at a charity hospital run by their 
local host, they were presented with an 
opportunity to take part in a polio clinic, 
by providing polio drops to children 
under five years of age, and to fulfill one 
of the reasons for coming to Pakistan.

Two of the three touristy things 
that had been planned for the group – 
attending a cricket match in Faisalabad 
and watching the changing of the guards 
at the Wagah border crossing (between 
Lahore and Amritsar, India) – were 
cancelled due to tensions in those areas 
on those days as relations between the 
two countries were so uneasy. 

The experience left an impression 
on van der Pol, coming from peaceful 
Canada, who felt the need to bring the 
countries together somehow. As he is 
the Rotary District 5080 Director with 
the Waterton-Glacier International Peace 
Park Association, he began investigating 

Nakusp man is working to create Indus Peace Park 
the possibility of creating a similar 
symbolic area near Wagah.

To that end, the Indus Peace Park 
Steering Committee was formed, and 
is comprised of Rotary members from 
India, Pakistan, the UK, Kenya, and 
the US. Van der Pol is the Chair and 
solitary Canadian on the 11-person 
committee. “It’s a slow process,” said 
the peace park advocate. “It’s hard to get 
an international group like this together 
to communicate.”  

The group is proposing the creation 
of a 10-hectare park, with each country 
contributing five hectares, where Indians 
and Pakistanis can congregate around 
stages, picnic tables, gazebos, outdoor 

kitchens and play areas. Hoping to 
foster an ‘Oasis of Peace,’ the peace 
park group envisions the park as a place 
where people from both countries can 
share their cultures and celebrate their 
similarities.

Twitter exchanges between the 
Indian and Pakistani prime ministers, 
and tensions between the two nations 
continue, but the Nakusp Rotarian is 
bolstered by the recent agreement to 
create the so-called Kartapur Corridor. 
The five-kilometer stretch of land being 
dubbed the ‘corridor of peace’ will 
enable Sikhs to cross the border so they 
can visit shrines in Pakistan. Although it 
may be a long way from bilateral peace 

talks, it’s a start – one which van der Pol 
hopes a peace park would contribute to. 

“Countries don’t make peace, 
people make peace,” said van der Pol, 
quoting King Hussein of Jordan. “It’s a 
matter of getting people, governments 
and military on both sides behind it.” 

The international peace park group 
has already collected more than 400 
signatures with an online petition and 
is putting its efforts into lobbying 
governments. The two UK members 
have set up a meeting for March 4, 2019 
with British Members of Parliament and 
Lords who have an interest in furthering 
peaceful relations between India and 
Pakistan. Van der Pol will head the 

delegation presenting the Indus Peace 
Park initiative during the planned two-
hour meeting.

Putting their collective shoulder 
to the slowly-moving works of 
governments, the Indus Peace Park group 
would like to open the park on August 
15, 2022, the 75th anniversary of the 
partition of India and Pakistan. However, 
van der Pol says it’s a “slow slog” that 
will require persistent organizing on the 
part of all international members.

Van der Pol encourages Valley Voice 
readers to check out the Indus Peace Park 
website at www.induspeacepark.org 
and to support the effort by signing the 
petition at http://chng.it/nXNN9F7vQf.

Nakusp Rotarians Kees and Mayumi van der Pol (third and fourth from right side, back row) in a group picture taken during their visit to Pakistan on a Rotary Friendship Exchange in 2015, when Kees was inspired to 
create a peace park between Pakistan and India. This photo was taken in honour of the Rotary International Director’s Visit to Rotary District 3272 (Pakistan). The RI Director, PT Prabhakar, is seated in the front centre.

by Jan McMurray
Silverton resident Inge Gaida 

swims twice a day in Slocan Lake, 
snow or shine.

She believes that cold water 
swimming boosts her immune 
system, and says she never catches 
a cold as long as she does her winter 
swims. “I feel really good, and I don’t 
even get goose bumps anymore.”

Inge got hooked on winter 
swimming after participating in 
Silverton’s polar bear swim in 2006.

“I am now 78 years old and 
swimming at Cooper Beach has 
become my habit,” she says. “It takes 
a lot of discipline to walk through the 
snowy, often icy trail down to the 
lake and swim in plus 1°C ‘warm’ 
water twice a day with a thankful 
heart!”

Inge says cold water swimming 
places stress on the body physically 
and mentally. “After about five 
strokes my hands start hurting. By 
the time I have done 60-70 strokes, 
my hands are so cold that I stand in 
the water up to my neck and hold my 
hands up. You have to really want 
to do it.”

Every doctor she has told about 
her swimming encourages her to 
keep it up.

“My husband is sure the 
Silverton resident Inge Gaida believes that 

winter swimming is good for her health.

Silverton resident swears by daily 
polar bear swims

lake won’t freeze as long as I am 
swimming in it,” she says. “He also 
knows what a ‘freezer hug’ feels 
like!”
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submitted
In February last year, Cheryl 

Truax of Nakusp was awarded the 
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers for 
her many years of working for the 
Nakusp Legion and other community 
organizations. The presentation took 
place December 15, with MLA Katrine 
Conroy presenting the medal on behalf 

Award for Nakusp super-volunteer, Cheryl Truax
of Governor-General Julie Payette.

According to the GG’s website, 
“Passion, dedication and a commitment 
to community are the driving forces 
behind the volunteers who receive 
the Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers. 
The medal recognizes the exceptional 
volunteer achievements of Canadians 
from across the country in a wide 

range of fields and pays tribute to 
the dedication and commitment of 
volunteers. They embody the caring 
country we aspire to build.

“Cheryl Truax has dedicated many 
volunteer hours to her community, 
namely through the Royal Canadian 
Legion and its Poppy Campaign. Her 
quiet fundraising efforts have also 

yielded bursaries for local students.”
The Valley Voice was unable to 

reach Truax as she is soaking up the sun 
in Mexico, but her nominator, Colleen 
Guidon, filled in the gaps. 

Since Truax arrived in Nakusp 
some 30 years ago, “She’s always been 
busy. With the Legion she organized 
the poppy campaign, one of the biggest 
items. She was in charge of arranging 
volunteers to go on the streets to 
sell poppies, and for teachers to get 
involved in having students do posters 
… she arranged silent auctions which 
brought funds in.”

Truax also was instrumental in 
keeping the bingo kitchen going so 
players could get sweets and coffee. 

She ran the kitchen for four years, 
before it became too much for her, 
Guidon said. The meat draws were 
another project she ran, organizing the 
ticket sellers.

Guidon noted that although the 
books might show a Legion branch 
has lots of money, by law money 
from different sources can only be 
used for the purposes for which they 
were raised. For example, the poppy 
campaign funds are for the welfare of 
veterans and their families. 

General funds from the bar, meat 
draws and bingo are used to keep the 
branch running. The Legion also makes 
charitable community donations and 
supplies bursaries and scholarships. 

Cheryl Truax of Nakusp was awarded the Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers for her many years of working for the Nakusp Legion and other community 
organizations. The presentation took place December 15, with MLA Katrine Conroy presenting the medal on behalf of Governor-General Julie Payette.

by Katrine Campbell
Completion of the long-awaited cold 

storage project at the Slocan Food Bank 
is finally underway, thanks to a $16,180 
Community Gaming Grant from the BC 
government.

WE Graham Community Service 
Society Executive Director Miryam 
Bishop said the project started more 
than five years ago but ran out of funds 
halfway through. Lions’ Club volunteers 
had constructed the building to the lock-
up stage.

“Now we are able to finally complete 
it,” she says. “We are going to have a 
walk-in fridge at the back, and the rest 
will be storage for overflow food.”

Bishop started her position quite 
recently and one of the first things 
she did was to put in an application to 
Community Gaming to get the project 
finished.

“We will use the walk-in cooler for 
the food bank garden on site. We ran 
into space issues; there was nowhere 

Cold storage for fresh veggies at food bank
to put the veggies after harvest day, 
[which was] on food bank day or the 
day before.”

The extra cold storage also means 
the food bank can accept offers from 
Food Banks Canada for large quantities 
of food, such as big bags of carrots, 
which they had to turn down in the past.

“We’re really happy to be able to 
complete this project and provide food 
for the community,” Bishop says.

Anyone living in the Slocan Valley is 
eligible for a food box. All that is required 
is proof of residence. There is no means 
test to prove someone is in need but the 
system is “seldom abused,” she says. 

The food bank also provides lunches 
on food bank day, both to people picking 
up boxes and to anyone else who wants 
one. In December, the volunteers served 
162 lunches, handed out 108 food boxes, 
89 Christmas hampers and put in 159 
volunteer hours.

Each box has enough food for about 
a week although the quantity may vary 

based on how much the food bank has 
on hand. The boxes are also filled based 
on how many people are in the family.

The Food Bank is open the first and 
third Thursday of the month. It is located 
at 1001 Harold St. in Slocan City.

Vegetable harvest from the Food Bank Garden.
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by Claire Paradis
Hunters, environmentalists, 

biologists, loggers, backcountry 
skiers, sledders, and conservationists 
of all stripes made up the audience 
of roughly 150 people gathered at 
the Nakusp Arena on December 
13, 2018. The crowd put out more 
chairs as a steady trickle of concerned 
residents continued coming in even 
after retired professional biologist 
Dennis ‘Milt’ Hamilton had begun 
his presentation. 

Milt was introduced by True 
North manager Cameron Leitch, 
who made it clear that the objective 
of the meeting was to make sure 
people know what is going on. The 
retired biologist was clear that the 
opinions expressed in his presentation 
‘Making Sense of Mountain Caribou 
Recovery’ were his own, but he 
warned that the implications could 
be widespread. 

Milt’s knowledge of mountain 
caribou behaviour and habitat has 
come a long way from the first time 
he was sent out on his first caribou 
research mission when he “didn’t 
know sheep shit from wild dates.” 

The mountain caribou are 
large, majestic ungulates who eat 
lichen which grows abundantly on 
trees in mature and old forests. In 
winter, they are able to walk on 
top of stable snowpack to reach 
the lichens. They also travel to 
lower elevations in spring and early 
winter to find vegetation, and this 
migration contributes to what Milt 
termed the mountain caribou’s “high-
risk lifestyle.” Road building and 
cutblocks reduce caribou habitat and 
introduce risk because they improve 
the land for other ungulates and create 
ease of access for predators.  

Another significant detriment is 
climate change, which is affecting 
the consistency of the snow, making 
it more difficult for the caribou to 
walk on, and easier for predators to 
kill them. 

Potential for Caribou Emergency Order causes alarm in Nakusp
The mountain caribou are red 

listed, meaning they are considered 
endangered, and a count in 2018 put 
the number of animals in the South 
Selkirk herd at three and the Central 
Selkirk herd at 31. In 2007 the plan 
was to restore caribou to their pre-
1995 population of 2,500, but this 
plan “failed significantly,” according 
to Milt. 

The Ministry of Forests, Land 
and Natural Resource Operations 
and Rural Development (FLNRO) 
has listed the following as caribou 
management practices that have 
been implemented: backcountry and 
commercial recreation management 
guidelines, transplants into the 
Purcell and Selkirk herds, as well as 
habitat protection, habitat restoration, 
wildlife management, maternity 
penning, supplemental feeding and 
predator control as practises that have 
been implemented.

However, Milt was critical of 
the Province’s management of the 
declining southern herd populations. 
He took a dim view of what he saw 
as insufficient action taken to manage 
predators or other primary prey such 
as moose, deer, or elk which would 
affect predation levels on caribou. 

There were shouts contradicting 
the research figures Milt quoted for the 
number of wolves in the area. Many 
hunters said they’ve seen far more 
of the animals when they are out in 
the bush over the years. The biologist 
agreed that it was wise to be skeptical 
and remain critical of research. He 
also presented information that 
corroborated that wolf populations 
have either remained stable or have 
been increasing worldwide. 

One of the most worrisome terms 
Milt gleaned from the Province’s 
management plan was “matrix 
habitat” because what it means 
exactly isn’t known. According to 
FLNRO, matrix habitat “is an area 
that is typically not occupied by 
caribou but is adjacent to caribou 

habitat.”
“We could be in matrix habitat 

right now,” said Milt, standing at the 
lectern in the Nakusp Community 
Centre, emphasizing how much 
is unknown in terms of how the 
Caribou Recovery Program will 
impact neighbouring communities. 

The biologist outlined the history 
of the decline of mountain caribou 
populations, possibly beyond the 
point of recovery for some herds, 
and the history of the government’s 
response. Management actions 
have been inadequate, said Milt, 
and there isn’t time to experiment 
with something that isn’t a sure-fire 
guarantee of success. The crux of the 
matter is that there’s a real possibility 
of overinvesting in actions that won’t 
bring benefits. 

Milt was also not impressed with 
the way that the government has 
chosen to engage around caribou 
habitat protection. A provincial 
webpage soliciting feedback about 
the Caribou Recovery Program 
collected 597 comments for the 
eight weeks between April 20 and 
June 15 of this year. If you didn’t 
know about it, you could easily have 
missed your opportunity to write 
a comment on the site. However, 
FLNRO deemed the action on the 
webpage as garnering “extensive 
engagement.”

“Consultation has seemed to 
come down to posting a paper on a 
website to solicit input,” said Milt 
grimly. On the Caribou Recovery 
Program webpage, the Province 
declares that they “will pursue 
partnerships with affected sectors, 
communities, partners and federal 
agencies.” But Milt believes it’s 
only lip service to accountability, 
communication, and collaboration 
– because, he said, no consultation 
has been made in the area since 
2007. “Responding to a website isn’t 
enough.”

Likening the caribou to pawns in 

a political chess game, Milt told the 
audience that although the jurisdiction 
for caribou protection is handed out to 
regional districts and municipalities, 
the province is ultimately in control. 
The Species at Risk Act permits 
the federal government to issue 
an Emergency Protection Order if 
provincial actions aren’t deemed 
sufficient and if there is an imminent 
threat to a species’ recovery. And that 
Emergency Protection Order is sitting 
on the Minister’s desk, said Milt, but 
what it will mean for communities 
living in the mountains that will be 
affected is unknown. When asked 
what an Emergency Protection Order 
would mean for people living in the 
Selkirk range and for access to the 
backcountry, FLNRO responded 
that the answer lies with the federal 
government. 

The future of the Selkirk herd is 
dire. Milt said that when asked what 
is being done to bring the herd back, 
FLNRO said they will be relocating 
the remaining caribou from both the 
South Selkirk and South Purcell herds 
to the maternity pen located outside 
of Revelstoke. “The hope is these 
animals will be able to form a self-
sustaining herd. They will be closely 
monitored to determine the right time 
to release them into the wild.”

For their part, human neighbours 
of the caribou need to get organized 
and make sure they’re considered in 
the recovery plan, said Milt. “As a 
community and a collective you have 
a much better chance of being heard.” 
The biologist asked that people in the 
community put aside their differences 
to find a common currency and focus 
on working with neighbours. “What 
do you like to do out there?” 

After Milt’s presentation, Village 
of Nakusp Mayor Tom Zeleznik, and 
former councillor and concerned 
citizen Cam Leitch met with 
stakeholders on December 21 at the 
EMS building in Nakusp. Mayor 
Zeleznik and Regional District Area 

K Director Paul Peterson sent a letter 
requesting a meeting with Minister of 
Environment and Climate Change, 
Catherine McKenna and Parliament 
Secretary to Minister McKenna, Sean 
Fraser at the end of January. Zeleznik 
has been an instrumental part of a 
community letter-writing campaign. 

“The Nakusp Village council, 
stakeholders and area residents 
understand the importance of 
management actions developed 
as part of the program to address 
the conservation and recovery 
of southern mountain caribou in 
British Columbia,” read the press 
release put out after the stakeholders 
meeting. “However, it is imperative 
that both provincial and federal 
governments seek out engagement 
with communities – particularly in 
regards to socio-economic impact 
analysis and that those analyses be 
shared with local communities so 
there is transparency about impacts.”

The media release listed potential 
impacts to not only forestry and 
tourism but also mining, hunting, and 
trapping if restrictions are increased 
in protected caribou habitat. The 
document also put out a call for an 
assessment of social and economic 
impacts on local communities to be 
part of an emergency protection order. 
“Our communities, our livelihoods 
and our families have a lot at stake.” 

The group is  hoping that 
individuals will send a formatted letter 
they created requesting consultation 
with communities impacted by the 
Caribou Recovery Planning process 
to federal and provincial ministers and 
the premier of BC. The letter has also 
been distributed to local societies, 
including the Nakusp and Area 
Community Trails Society, Arrow 
Lakes Ridge Riders, Nakusp and Area 
Bike Society, Arrow Lakes ATV Club, 
commercial heli-skiing operations, 
Arrow Lakes Cross Country Ski 
Club, and businesses including forest 
companies and contractors. 

A group of New Denver residents visited MLA Katrine Conroy’s Christmas open house in Castlegar on December 17. They sang her Frosty the 
Snowman with modified lyrics thanking her for her assistance with physician recruitment at the Slocan Community Health Centre.
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FOREVER HOME NEEDED 
FOR ADULT CAT
JEANIE is an adult cat that will fit 
easily into your home and family. She 
loves cuddles, playing with toys, 

regular meal times and lots of long naps 
in cozy warm spots. If you have room in 
your home and your heart for Jeanie, call 
PALS today at 250-265-3792.

The Society for Nakusp Community Events would like to 
extend our thanks to the following:

- Village of Nakusp (and crew), Columbia Basin Trust, NACFOR
- Hoss & Jill’s and Arkay for the donation towards 

next year’s event 
- Marty and Barb for providing music/equipment

- Santa and Mrs. Claus, Marnie and crew, and Ainsley and Oriah 
for kids entertainment

-the food vendors - Deb, Save-On Foods and Jo
- the merchants for getting in the spirit of the evening – beautiful 
decorations, open late, complimentary goodies and participating 

in the Merchant Ugly Sweater contest
- the floats in the parade – they made for a magical evening

- Nakusp Minor Hockey, Nakusp Chamber of Commerce, 
$$ Store, Nakusp Home Building Centre, Dave Sinclair, and 

Shon’s Bike & Ski
- our go-to organizers – Patty, Kylla, Anya and Bud

- all that came out to enjoy the event 
(even though it was very chilly!!)

- and a HUGE thank-you to the many volunteers that made the 
evening possible – what an amazing group

Our apologies if we missed anyone.  

by Claire Paradis
• Council approved the Nakusp 

Rail Society’s request to install the 
original Brouse railway shed and a 
picnic table at the historical railway 
site across from the beach. 

• In response to a local resident’s 
concerns about thefts in town, the 
formation of a community watch 
group is being explored by Karolina 
Lamont, in cooperation with the 
Mayor, RCMP and Arrow Slocan 
Lakes Community Services.

• In his report, Mayor Zeleznik 
announced the Nakusp and Area 
Development Board (NADB) has 
awarded the contract for the rental 
property management feasibility study 
to Steve Williams from Calgary-based 
Incentica. 

• Mayor Zeleznik and Nakusp’s 
RDCK rep Joseph Hughes will be 

Nakusp council, December 10: Additions to historical railway site approved
meeting with Interior Health Services 
Administrator Cheryl Whittleton on 
December 19 to discuss the serious 
concerns about closures of emergency 
services at Arrow Lakes Hospital over 
the past year. 

• Councillor DeSandoli told 
council that she had been approached 
by a local grandmother about 
installing some fitness equipment as 
part of the new Rotary playground. 
Many municipalities have outdoor 
exercise equipment in their parks. 
Mayor Zeleznik said the idea would 
be discussed by the playground 
committee.

• Councillor DeSandoli asked if 
there was anything that could be done 
to speed up the approval process by 
the Province of the road exchange 
between the Village and the Ministry 
of Transportation and Infrastructure 

(MOTI). The Village and MOTI 
have proposed to officially swap 
responsibility for Broadway and the 
highway connector that runs along 
1st Street. CAO Laurie Taylor said 
there wasn’t anything to be done at 
this point but wait. 

• Councillor Janis Neufeld told 
council that the Trails Masterplan 
implementation, particularly the 
creation of an umbrella organization, 
is being worked on.

Neufeld has now been sworn in 
as a member of Nakusp council, and 
sits on committees for Recreation 
Commission #4, the Nakusp & District 
Chamber of Commerce, and the 
Nakusp and Area Youth Society. 

• An estimate of in-kind wages of 
Village staff that has actively worked 
on the Downtown Revitalization 
Project is $24,964.26. This staff 

includes Terry Flamond, Zac Wethal 
and Travis Rebman. CAO Taylor noted 
that the amount of time spent on the 
project by management staff is difficult 
to determine because they are paid 
salaries, and don’t normally keep track 
of the time spent on individual projects 
each day. Regardless, Taylor said, 
there will be an estimate of the time 
that management has contributed by 
the next meeting. A final reconciliation 
will be given at the January meeting 
once the last of the invoices are settled. 

•  Funding from the Local 
Government Management Association 
that is available for purchasing a tree 
in recognition of the contributions of 
local government professionals will 
be used to purchase a tree for the 
Downtown Revitalization Project. 

• Mayor Zeleznik reported 
that the Arrow Lakes Historical 

Society’s request for a grant-in-aid 
via the alternate approval process was 
approved. The amount of taxation 
collected to make up the grant-in-aid 
will not be greater than $24,000 or 
$0.064 per $1,000 of net taxable value 
of lands and improvements.

• Nakusp council will not be 
subscribing to the medical and 
life insurance coverage for elected 
officials. A minimum of three officials 
must be interested in order for the 
coverage to be offered. 

• How are the new council and 
mayor finding their new positions? 
Councillor DeSandoli said it’s an 
interesting group and she’s looking 
forward to the next four years. 
Councillor Hughes is particularly 
looking forward to working with the 
RDCK. Councillor McLaren-Caux 
commented that there was lots of 
reading to do. Councillor Neufeld 
said she was excited and nervous, 
especially about the upcoming 
challenge of filling the CAO position 
for the Village. And Mayor Zeleznik 
said it’s a bigger table and shoes to 
fill as mayor. “It’s a lot more than I 
anticipated,” he noted. 

by Claire Paradis
At the December 10 council 

meeting, Nakusp council was given 
an update about the proposed high-
speed internet service from Playmor 
junction to Nakusp. 

Aimee Ambrosone, Director, 
Delivery of Benefits for Columbia 
Basin Trust (CBT) who also works 
on broadband and high-speed 
connectivity projects delivered 
regrets from Dave Lampron, Chief 
Operating Officer of CBBC, who was 
sick and unable to make the meeting. 
Ambrosone told Nakusp council that 
the CBT is setting up and supporting 
a broadband backbone in the region. 
The “last mile” that connects homes 
and businesses to the backbone 
would then be provided by an internet 
service provider (ISP). 

Proposed broadband from Playmor junction to Nakusp: update
Ambrosone said the Canadian 

Radio and Telecommunications 
Commission’s (CRTC) “universal 
service objective” is a minimum 
download speed of 50 megabytes 
per second (Mbps) and an upload 
speed of 10 Mbps across the country, 
including rural areas. Federal funds 
of $700 million have been earmarked 
to bring about this universal service. 
Ambrosone said the announcement 
about how that funding will be made 
available is expected soon. 

The CBBC rep said that a lack 
of high-speed internet has been 
identified as a barrier to telehealth, 
youth retention, and tech sector 
investment in the Columbia Basin, 
and therefore the Trust is dedicated to 
bringing high-speed to the area. Speed 
tests done in the area in 2017 showed 

a download speed of 6.8 Mbps and 
an upload speed of less than 2 Mbsp. 

The application that the CBT 
submitted for funding to the provincial 
Connecting BC program to bring fibre 
from Playmor Junction to Nakusp 
is currently under review. Nakusp, 
New Denver, Silverton, Slocan, 
RDCK Areas H and K, and CBT all 
committed money to the project as 
part of the application. If the funding 
is secured, then the work begins, said 
Ambrosone, and it will take a year to 
a year-and-a-half after the backbone 
is in to connect people to the internet. 

Mayor Tom Zeleznik and 
Councillor Susan DeSandoli asked 
if the existing Telus fibre that runs 
from the junction to Nakusp could 
be used by the company to connect 
community homes and buildings. 

Ambrosone said she couldn’t speak 
for Telus but they probably needed 
to consider if supplying internet 
would be a money-making venture. 
Supplying last-mile service isn’t 
always easy or affordable, she noted. 
Although CBBC would make some 
money selling fibre access to an 
ISP, Ambrosone said it wouldn’t be 
enough to pay for upkeep. However, 
the CBT sees the expense as an 
ongoing subsidy to benefit the region. 

Ambrosone also said the CBT 
could consider applying for federal 
funding for last mile connections.

Mayor Zeleznik asked if there 
are plans to connect areas in the 
region outside of Nakusp such as 
Burton, Fauquier and points north. 
Ambrosone said the Trust applies 
for funding when available, so CBT 
would put in applications to get 
service in those communities as 
funding becomes available. Jim 
Robertson from the Burton Internet 
Society told council that the Burton 
service is nowhere near the 50 Mbps 
standard. He said the society is 
interested in working with CBT to get 
affordable internet to Burton. 

by Jan McMurray
Karen Hamling, former mayor 

of Nakusp, has been appointed to the 
Interior Health Authority board of 
directors.

“I’m looking forward to this 
challenge,” Hamling said in an 
interview. “I’m really interested in 
where health care is going, and I 
understand it’s a very complex issue. 
When you sit on a board like that, you 
have to look at the whole picture, but I 
want to ensure that the concerns of our 
smaller areas are brought to the table.” 

Pat Dooley, former School 
District 8 superintendent, is now 
leaving the IH board after serving one 
term. Hamling says she thinks Dooley 
did a good job of making Kootenay 
Boundary voices heard at the board 
table, and she wants to make sure that 
continues.

The Ministry of Health announced 
several new appointments to the 
health authorities in a press release on 
January 2. Minister Dix is quoted in 
the press release, describing this as a 
“pivotal time.” He says: “The boards 
are playing a key role in helping 
government accomplish its goals 
related to restoring a strong public 
health-care system, innovation and 
ensuring the needs of a diverse patient 
population are understood and met.”

Hamling says she agrees that 

Karen Hamling appointed to IHA board of directors
this is a pivotal time for our health 
care system, and that innovation and 
meeting the needs of a diverse patient 
population are very important.

Hamling says before she retired 
as mayor of Nakusp, she asked MLA 
Katrine Conroy about upcoming 
vacancies on any committees or 
boards. Conroy mentioned the IHA 
board, so Hamling sent off her resume. 
She got a call from Minister of Health 
Adrian Dix in early December, asking 
her if she’d like to be appointed to the 
IHA board.

“I said yes, and we had a long 
talk about it. One of the things he was 
very adamant about was that it’s not a 
political appointment – it’s based on 
background and experience. 

Hamling worked at the Arrow 
Lakes Hospital for 30 years, most of 
which were spent as the health records 
supervisor. She was mayor of Nakusp 
for four terms (13 years), chair of 
the RDCK board for four years, and 
sat on the West Kootenay Boundary 
Regional Hospital District. She worked 
hard to get the emergency room 
renovation project at the Arrow Lakes 
Hospital off the ground. Hamling is a 
founding director of the Nakusp and 
Area Community Foundation and 
is currently treasurer, coordinator 
for Music in the Park, steering 
committee member for the CBT 

Community Initiatives and Affected 
Area funding program, and vice-
chair of the Columbia River Treaty 
Local Governments Committee. 
She is a former Community Futures 
board director and former vice-chair 
of Southern Interior Development 
Initiative Trust. She previously owned 
two businesses, and now helps with a 
forestry contracting business. Hamling 
received her licensed practical nursing 
certification and is an accredited 
health record technician.

The IHA board directorship is a 
two-year term, and directors can be 
reappointed.

Allan Louis, councillor of the 
Okanagan Indian Band, is the other 
new appointee to the IH board. Each 
health authority now has two board 
members of First Nations background.

Karen Hamling, former mayor of Nakusp, 
has been appointed to the Interior Health 

Authority board of directors.
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Our valley’s green 
grocer since 1990 

• Fresh 
• Organic 

• Wholesome 
1290 Hwy #6 

Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Holiday Hours –
Dec 24th 10 - 4:30
Dec 25th CLOSED

Dec 26th 10 - 3
Dec 31st 10 - 4:30
Jan 1st CLOSED
Jan 2nd CLOSED

WANTED 
TO BUY: 
CEDAR AND 
PINE POLES

Brian Major 
• 250-938-3900

Please contact: 
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

COMMUNITY

2019 UTILITY BILLINGS
Invoices for 2019 water and garbage charges have been mailed 
to property owners.  Payments can be made in person at the 
Village Office (cash, cheque or debit) or through Kootenay 
Savings Credit Union’s online banking.  

Please note that a 5% penalty will be applied to all amounts 
that have not been paid by February 15th of each year, and an 
additional 5% penalty will be applied to all amounts that remain 
unpaid at October 1st of every year.

2019 BUDGET NOTICE
In accordance with Section 166 of the Community Charter, the 
Council of the Village of New Denver invites public consultation 
in the preparation of the Village’s 2019 Five Year Financial Plan. 
Council welcomes public input from residents of the Village with 
regards to items they would like to see addressed in the budget. 

To ensure Council’s consideration please submit your com-
ments to the Village of New Denver Municipal Office no later 
than 4:00 pm on Friday, February 15, 2019. 

DOG LICENCE RENEWAL REMINDER
Dog owners in the Village of New Denver are reminded that 
all dogs residing in the Village of New Denver are required to 
have a current dog licence, which can be obtained from the 
Village Office.  In accordance with the Village of New Denver’s 
Animal Control Bylaw, residents of New Denver are reminded 
that there is a $15.00 reduction in the licence fees, if the licence 
for the current year is purchased prior to January 31st or within 
30 days of the date that the owner first comes into possession 
of the dog.

BUSINESS LICENCES
Business owners are reminded that a current Business Licence 
is required for all commercial undertakings of any kind within the 
Village of New Denver, including home-based businesses, pro-
fessional, personal or other services for the purpose of gain or 
profit. Business Licences are available from the Village Office.

WINTER PLOWING
To ensure public safety, please give plenty of space to snow 
plowing equipment. Residents are asked not to approach the 
operators while they are working – please direct any questions 
regarding snow removal to the Village Office instead.  

2019 COUNCIL MEETINGS
Council Meetings are held at 7:00 pm in the Village of New 
Denver Council Chambers on the second and fourth Tuesdays 
of the month. The schedule for 2019 is as follows:
 January 8 & 22  July 9 & 23
 February 12 & 26   August 13 & 27
 March 12 & 26   September 10 & 24
 April 9 & 23   October 8 & 22
 May 14 & 28   November 12 & 26
 June 11 & 25   December 10 & 24

VILLAGE OF 
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

by Katrine Campbell
• Councillor Colin Moss took the 

chair for the January 8 meeting in Mayor 
Leonard Casley’s absence. Councillor 
John Fyke participated via Skype. 

• Council received for information 
eight pieces of correspondence. Two 
were brought out for discussion.

- Councillor Vern Gustafson 
questioned BC Hydro’s annual report 
for this region, which listed grants-in-
lieu of taxes paid to each municipality 
as of June 30, 2018. He noted that the 
Village of New Denver received $7,173, 
while the City of Nelson – which has its 

New Denver council, January 8: Council commends RDI Community Profile
own electric utility – received $435,678. 
Acting CAO Catherine Allaway said 
she didn’t know how the grants were 
calculated, but would look into it. 

Moss asked about electric vehicle 
charging stations, which were mentioned 
in the report, and what the past council 
had done about bringing them to New 
Denver. Allaway said the Village had 
already installed one, working with 
Accelerate Kootenays, and was working 
with FortisBC to bring in a fast-charging 
EV station. FortisBC has the funding, 
and the station should be installed by 
summer. 

- Council received the 2018 
Community Profile report from the 
Columbia Basin Rural Development 
Institute at Selkirk College. The profile 
reports on “economic, social, cultural 
and environmental well-being” in 
communities which use it “to support 
program planning and management 
decisions, communications with 
residents and businesses, and attraction 
of potential … investors.” The RDI 
requested council’s feedback on the 
report. Councillor Fyke called it “an 
amazing document” and volunteered to 
respond, but Moss asked him to confer 
with the rest of council before drafting 
a reply. 

Part of the report was a comparison 
of business formations (i.e. number of 
incorporations, not actual businesses, 
per year) in municipalities including 
New Denver, Nakusp, Slocan, and 
Kaslo. Between 2013 and 2017, New 
Denver showed two incorporations, 
both in 2016; Nakusp had 11, Slocan 7, 
and Kaslo 31.

Community profile reports are 
available online at cbrdi.ca/Communities.

• Moss declared an interest and left 
the room while council discussed and 
approved a request for a $1,000 grant-
in-aid from the Slocan District Chamber 
of Commerce Health Committee, of 
which he is the chair. The committee 
has requested the same amount from 
Silverton, Slocan and Area H to finance 
its work to keep the Slocan Community 
Health Centre operating.

• Councillor Gerald Wagner reported 
on a meeting with the North Slocan Trail 

Society, which he said is dealing with 
a number of issues. The society has a 
management agreement with BC Parks, 
which is looking at re-opening some 
Valhalla Park areas including Nemo and 
Wee Sandy. 

- BC Bike Ride attracts top 
international riders each year and is 
usually held on the coast. This year, 
September 14-22, it will take place in the 
Kootenays and riders will make a stop in 
New Denver.

• Moss reported on the December 
12 RDCK Joint Resource Recovery 
and the RDCK general board meeting 
the next day.

- Discussions at the JRR meeting 
centred on negotiations with Recycle 
BC, trying to decide where the 12 core 
recycling depots will be located, and 
on satellite depots. Recommendations 
for the core depots was to have them in 

New Denver, Slocan, Nakusp, Crescent 
Valley, Edgewood, Kaslo, Balfour, and 
Crawford Bay, as well as in Ootischenia, 
Nelson, Salmo and Creston. Resource 
recovery sites (i.e. transfer stations and 
landfills) will all be getting washrooms 
and wells over the next four years. 

- At the general meeting, Area H 
Director Walter Popoff was elected 
to the Emergency Program Executive 
Committee representing Areas H, I, J, 
K, Nakusp, Silverton, New Denver and 
Castlegar.

- Maura Walker Associates made a 
PowerPoint presentation re: methods of 
composting and a final recommendation 
on methodology. The New Denver/ 
Silverton composting initiatives were 
singled out as examples of small-scale 
programs to look at. John Fyke and 
Katrina Sumrall have both taken Dr. John 
Paul’s Compost Facility Operator course.

by Katrine Campbell
• Councillor John Fyke attended the 

meeting via speakerphone.
• Council voted to establish a Health 

Advisory Committee because “taking 
action to ensure availability of high 
quality health care for residents and 
visitors has been informally identified 
as a priority item” for council. 

• The West Kootenay Boundary 
Community Investment Co-op has 
asked council to consider the Village 
becoming a member. The co-op is 
partnering with Kootenay Savings Credit 
Union, which will vet applications for 
funding from regional/local businesses, 
and Community Futures, which will 
look at the applications from a business 
development perspective. Council 
directed staff to explore the feasibility of 
Village membership and to report back.

• Council received WildSafeBC’s 
annual report. Councillor Vern 
Gustafson suggested council invite 
local coordinator Bree Lillies to come in 
and talk to council. “I would like them to 
figure out some way to deal with bears 
short of getting rid of them,” he said. 
He also asked Fyke about bear-resistant 
composters; there are seven in New 
Denver and Silverton including one at 
the school, one at Fyke’s house and one 
at Katrina Sumrall’s. All are available 
for community use and can handle food 
waste from up to 30 households.

• Council received for information 
the December 7 Revenue and Expense 
Report, and the RDCK Regional Energy 
Efficiency Program (REEP) summary. 
In February, REEP staff will deliver a 
presentation to council and discuss the 

NewDenver council, December 11: Council to 
establish Health Advisory Committee

program’s benefits. Public information 
sessions are planned for April/ May. 

• Councillor Gerald Wagner 
reported the old rail trail bridge over 
Wilson Creek in Rosebery is “in horrible 
condition” and has to be replaced. 
An engineering report commissioned 
by the Rosebery Parklands and Trail 
Commission offers three size options, 
ranging from $82,000 to $100,000. The 
commission is looking for grants. 

• Council gave final adoption to the 
Five-Year Financial Plan Amendment 
Bylaw #721, 2018. The amendment 
provides for $37,577 of gas tax 
funding being turned over as a grant-
in-aid to Columbia Basin Broadband 
Corporation re: its effort to install fibre 
backbone from Playmor Junction to 
Nakusp. 

• Council authorized an extra 
$12,000 from fire department reserves 
to add scene lights to the new fire 
truck, to be used where there are no 
streetlights.  

• Mayor Leonard Casley declared 
a conflict “because of close family 
relationships” and recused himself 
while council approved Fire Captain 
Mercedes Casley’s recommendation 
to appoint Derek Hicks as the new fire 
chief.

• Council authorized the mayor to 
sign a Partnership Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Slocan Valley 
Economic Development Commission.

• Council approved a $250 grant-
in-aid to the Lucerne Association for 
Community Education (LACE) to offset 
its insurance premiums.

• During an in camera session, 
counc i l  approved  Ca the r ine 
Allaway’s appointment as Acting 
Chief Administrative Officer, and Lisa 
McGinn’s appointment as Acting Chief 
Financial Officer, both effective January 
1, 2019.

• On December 17, a public hearing 
to consider public comments on Official 
Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 
#719, 2018 and on Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw #720, 2018, followed by a special 
council meeting, was held. No members 
of the public attended, nor were written 
comments received. Council gave final 
adoption to both bylaws. Councillor 
Gustafson did not attend the meeting as 
he had a conflict of interest.
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by Jan McMurray
• The RDCK is working towards 

the transfer of recycling services to 
Recycle BC in spring 2019. RDCK 
staff is negotiating the necessary 
contracts to establish Recycle BC 
depots in New Denver, Silverton, Slocan, 
Winlaw, Crescent Valley, Ootischenia, 
Nakusp, Burton, Edgewood, Kaslo, 
Marblehead, Balfour, Nelson (Lakeside 
and Grohman), Kokanee Marina, Ymir, 
Salmo, Crawford Bay, Riondel, Boswell, 
Yahk, and Creston.

• Up to seven Wildfire Mitigation 
Specialists will be hired for the 2019 
season, to be funded from Rural 
Administration ($40,000) and grants. 
Staff will apply for a $100,000 grant 
and three $10,000 grants (on behalf of 
Kaslo, Nakusp and Salmo) from the 
Community Resiliency Investment 
Program.

Staff will also apply to the Forest 
Enhancement Society of BC to fund 
operational fuel treatments in Kaslo, 
Howser and Glacier, Queens Bay and 
Selous Creek, and to fund prescriptions 
in Kaslo, Woodbury and Redfish. If 
successful, the projects are expected to 
get underway in the spring.

• Revenue generated from making 
the RDCK’s Structural Protection Units 
available to other agencies such as the 
BC Wildfire Service in 2018 totalled 
$430,000. Most of these funds will 
be used to purchase equipment and 

RDCK board, December 13: Working towards Recycle BC depots
upgrades to the program, and training 
and support in anticipation of 2019 
deployments. Some of this funding 
will be transferred to the emergency 
management program to cover staff time 
spent on the SPU program, and some will 
go into reserve.

• RDCK staff is developing 
a Regional Watershed Governance 
Initiative project plan, to investigate 
the potential role of the RDCK in 
protecting consumptive water sources. 
Staff will seek funding to launch a 
scoping study, which will determine the 
possible watershed governance roles and 
responsibilities of the RDCK.
Area D

• Staff will submit a $550,000 
grant application for upgrades to the 
Woodbury water system through the 
Investing in Canada Infrastructure 
Program. The water system, with 41 
connections, is currently on a Boil 
Water Notice, and Interior Health has 
recommended upgrades. The project will 
include the replacement of the existing 
UV disinfection system with media 
filtration and new UV disinfection units. 
If the grant, which will cover 100% of the 
project cost, is not successful, Woodbury 
water users will see a 40% increase in 
water fees in order to get the project done.
Area H

• The board received the minutes 
of the South Slocan Commission of 
Management’s November AGM. South 

Slocan water rates are increasing 40% 
this year, on top of a 20% increase last 
year. This small community has only 59 
water connections, and has to maintain 
a very expensive water treatment plant 
that was installed in 2010. Interior Health 
ordered the water system upgrade so that 
the long-standing Boil Water Advisory in 
South Slocan could be lifted. However, 
costs are increasing at an unsustainable 
rate. At the AGM, the Commission 
passed resolutions to ask the RDCK 
to provide quarterly financial reports 
pertaining to the community of South 
Slocan, and to apprise the Commission of 
upcoming discussions and negotiations 
regarding the community’s assets (water, 
land and the Old School House).

• The Winlaw Regional and 
Nature Park Commission will request 
$10,465 for its 2019 budget. Repairs 
and maintenance of $3,500 will include 
boardwalk boards, restaining back 
boardwalk, and replacement of one 
picnic table and/or picnic table board 
replacements. Other items in the budget 
include salaries and benefits ($1,650), 
operating supplies ($2,000), mowing 
contract ($3,000) and advertising ($315).

• The Rosebery Parklands and 
Trails Commission will submit a grant 
application for the wooden bridge 
replacement and cable car relocation 
through the Investing in Canada 
Infrastructure Program.

• Area H will contribute $10,000 

of Community Works funding to 
the Shoreacres Integrated Land Use 
Planning Assessment Project. Area I 
is contributing $20,000. The project 
area has expanded to include the Area 
H communities of Dogwood, Playmor 
Junction, Voykin Subdivision and the 

section of Shoreacres that is located in 
Area H. This expanded area reflects the 
boundaries of the groundwater aquifer 
in the Shoreacres area, where there are 
concerns with groundwater quantity and 
quality. The project will be completed by 
April 2019.
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EDUCATION

ENVIRONMENT

Appointments can be scheduled by contacting 
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week: 
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons; 

Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.  
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy, 

Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services. 
www.activebalancechiro.ca

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience

info Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

GARDENING

Bikes, Skis, 
Snowshoes

Sales and 
Maintenance 

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

• BICYCLE

TOWING

Hand & Soul 
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton
CHIROPRACTOR:  Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Silverton: Mondays  &  Friday afternoon – Winlaw & Na-

kusp on Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th Thursday 
afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR:  Sue Mistretta, M.A. 
19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety, 
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions 

or simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.  
Offices in Silverton & Winlaw  

Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Slocan Towing
Serving the Slocan Valley

24-Hour Towing & Recovery
Flatdeck Service

250-226-7084

Support the Valley Voice with a 
voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
Send Cheque or Money Order to: The Valley Voice 

Box 70 New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

DAWN DEVLIN
Advanced Ortho-Bionomy Practioner 

& Certified Reflexologist
20+ years experience

For Appointment in Nakusp call:
Phone: 250-265-1796 • www.dawndevlin.ca

WE DO OIL CHANGES – We stock oil & filters 
for most common vehicles! • NEW TIRE 

SALES – Installs, Repairs & Changeovers • 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

TUES

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GSTAlongside Mountainberry

250-358-7199

CLASSIFIED ADS
ANNOUNCEMENTS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COMING EVENTS

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

FOR SALE

HEALTH

ADVERTISING

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $19.50 
+ GST

Lemon Creek 
Lodge & 

Campground
Year-round facility

1-877-970-8090

ACCOMMODATION

CELEBRATION OF LIFE

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award-
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza. 
250-353-2282.
KASLO HOUSING SOCIETY Housing 
Coordinator, assisting residents of Kaslo and 
Area D with affordable housing. Office hours: 
Tuesday 1-3, Wednesday & Thursday 9-12 or 
by appointment. #23 The Langham, Kaslo. 
250-353-8363. Funding for this position 
thanks to CBT and RDCK/ Kaslo EDC.

THE VALLEY VOICE owners are 
thinking about succession planning! We 
invite community members interested in 
the newspaper business (or learning about 
the newspaper business) to contact us by 
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca. Serious 
inquiries only, please.
A R E  Y O U  A N  A S P I R I N G 
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call Community 
Futures to learn about the free Business 
Plan workshop open to anyone! And if 
you’re eligible, you may also qualify for 
the Self-Employment program where you 
will receive ongoing business training and 
coaching and usually financial support 
while you start your business. To learn more 
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying 
or expanding your own business? If so, 
Community Futures offers business loans, 
counseling & training; and delivers the 
Self-Employment program in the Arrow 
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave 
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email 
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

 
SUBMISSIONS FOR THE 2019 North 
Valley Mountain Film Festival are now 
open and will be accepted until the January 
31 deadline. For submission guidelines 
please visit northvalleyfilmfest.com or 
direct inquiries to northvalleyfilmfest@
gmail.com

GLEN OSBAK of Wizzard Custom 
Exhaust: August 7,1960 - December 29, 
2018. Service will be held at Winlaw Hall, 
1:00 pm, January 26, 2019. Everyone is 
welcome. Glen’s obituary can be found 
here: https://www.thompsonfs.ca/obituary/
glen-osbak/

THE LANGHAM presents DOMINIQUE 
FRAISSARD Friday January 18, 7 pm. 
A finalist for several BC music awards, 
this accomplished local singer-songwriter 
brings his rich voice & poetic tunes to the 
Langham. $12 Willow and Sunnyside, 
Kaslo. $15 at Door 6:30 pm. www.
thelangham.ca
LANGHAM FLIKS FILM series presents 
WILD NIGHTS WITH EMILY Thursday 
January 24, 7 pm. This comedy anchored by 

a surprisingly touching love story portrays 
Emily Dickinson as a lively woman forced 
to hide a lifelong love affair. Tickets $10 
at the door 6:30 pm. www.thelangham.ca
LANGHAM ADVENTURE TRAVEL 
presents JAPAN – NATION AT THE 
CROSSROADS Saturday January 26 @ 3 
pm, and Sunday January 27 @ 7 pm. Dan 
& Shelley Miles share a portrait of their 
sojourn in the Japan, as they experienced 
it living in Tokyo for 3 years, focusing on 
modern Japan - its vibrancy and challenges. 
Two shows! $10 donation at the door 
6:30pm. www.thelangham.ca
READY, SET, LEARN! FREE preschooler 
program: Five Fridays ~ January 25 - 
February 22, 9 am-noon at The Whole 
School - 5614 Highway 6, Winlaw. The 
Whole School invites preschoolers, parents/ 
caregivers and their families to a morning of 
crafts, cooking, songs, games, outside play, 
and storytime dedicated to Kindergarten 
readiness with teacher and Principal, Rose 
Hodwitz. Drop ins welcome. 250-226-
7737, wholeschool@gmail.com, www.
wholeschool.ca

EXPERIENCED BC REGISTERED 
MUSIC TEACHER new to Vallican area 
with openings for piano students, age 5 
and older, at all levels in modern, classical 
and jazz styles. Adults and special needs 
students welcome. Contact Carmen (250) 
226-6951.

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes. 
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals, 
Castlegar. 250-365-3014. 
WATKINS PRODUCTS  – Bertha 
Williams, #11 – 217 Zacks Rd. 250-265-
9080.

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE 
INWARD JOURNEY: Monday and 
Thursday mornings 9-10 am. Honour your 
body by reducing stress, building strength, 
flexibility and balance. Upper story of the 
fire hall in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from 
New Denver. Open to all levels. Come 
and share mindfulness and the exultation 
of inner flow.
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WE HAVE $200,000 to buy a house in 
New Denver or Silverton. Teacher and 
Chef wanting to move back to the valley. 
Looking for a small sturdy detached home 
we can settle in forever. Ideas? Contact 
us at kathyhartman@hotmail.com and/or 
250-365-5199. Thanks. Kathy and Larry.

Watercolours Quick: Sat Jan 26, 2-5 pm, 
Crescent Valley Hall, $49.
Pottery Open Studio: Mon’s Jan 28-Feb 
11, 12-3 pm, Good Pottery Studio, $99.
Figure Studies: Sat’s, Feb 2-23, 1-3:30 
pm, Slocan Park Hall, $57 or $17 drop-in. 
Emergency 1st Aid: Sat Feb 9, 8:30 
am-4:30 pm, Crescent Valley Hall, $115.
Models Wanted: Models wanted for 
our Figure Studies Classes. Models will 
be compensated. For more information 
please call 250-226-0008.

CLASSIFIED ADS

PETS

HELP WANTED

NOTICES

WANTED OBITUARY

Support the Valley Voice with 
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30 

Winter Hours!
Thursday – Saturday
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

Closed Sunday - Wednesday

Main Street, New Denver
250-358-2178

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Open Thurs - Sun

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area. 
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver
250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290

email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm
Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

GIFTS

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30 

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

ADVERTISING

Bill Lander 
REALTOR®
 
250-551-5652

bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley 
for the 14th year.

Offices in Nakusp, Nelson, 
Kaslo & Trail

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

slocan city 
trading 
buy • sell • trade 

guitars • cars • art • antiques 
• musical instruments 

250-355-2299 
9 to 5 

Repair and refinish guitars, 
furniture etc. 

We buy guitars

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $19.50 
+ GST

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

– Bulk Ordering –

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of  the month

9-6:30 Mon-Sat
Sunday 10-4

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

DI’S ESTHETICS
– FULL SERVICE SALON –

Lash Extensions - $90 - Introductory price
manicures • pedicures • waxing & more

Lash lift & tint - $55
WINLAW • 250-226-7318

SLOCAN VALLEY RECREATION

226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.CA

Next Valley Voice Deadline: 
January 25, 2019

CARE AIDE REQUIRED for mature 
male. Reply with brief resume to a246929@
telus.net. 250-358-2768.
MAID QUIT, DOG DIED, WIFE LEFT. 
Housekeeper/ driver needed for senior man. 
Apply to: Box 92, Silverton, BC  V0G 2B0
CONTRACT FOR SERVICES: Contract 
maintenance worker – Passmore Seniors’ 
Lodge. Wages dependent on experience and 
skills. On-site shop available. Criminal record 
check required; supply own equipment and 
tools. Average 15-25 hours /month. Apply 
with resume to: Maintenance Position, c/o 
Passmore Lodge, 3650 Passmore Old Rd., 
Winlaw, BC V0G 2J0. Or email to lodge@
svhousing.ca. Use subject line: Maintenance 
Position. Deadline: Jan. 22, 2019. For more 
information, call Passmore Lodge 226-7136.

SINGING HU EACH DAY can lead to a 
deeper understanding of yourself and why 
things happen the way they do in your life. 
It opens your awareness to new viewpoints 
and attitudes. Anyone can work with the HU 
regardless of age, background, or religion. 
http://eckankarblog.org/sound-of-soul 
Eckankar, The Path of Spiritual Freedom.

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS 
a problem in your life? AA, NA and 
AL-ANON (family) meetings can help. 
For information on AA: in New Denver, 
358-7158; Nakusp, 265-4216; Kaslo, 353-
9617; Heart of the Slocan Valley, 551-4104; 
Playmor Junction, 226-7252. For NA: New 
Denver, 358-7265. For AL-ANON (family): 
New Denver, 358-7904. Please, if you can’t 
get through, try another number. 
C A R P E N T E R  C R E E K  L A S T 
W I S H E S  S O C I E T Y p r o v i d e s 
information on preplanning for death 
and advice for alternative funeral 
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca 
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE 
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-352-
6008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca. 
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon 
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors 
Coordinating Society.

90 DAYS TO A BETTER DOG: relaxed 
walks, come when called, have fun. Learn 
more at www.proudofmydog.ca

GILBERT HERMANN CLEVER: 1941 - 
2018. Gilbert Clever, former resident of New 
Denver, died Dec. 8, 2018 in Vancouver, 
BC. His grandparents were Hermann & 
Rosena Clever, prominent early residents 
of the town, arriving about 1893. Hermann 
opened the butcher shop and built the Clever 
Block. Raised in New Denver, Gilbert moved 
to Vancouver to train as a psychiatric nurse 
in 1960. He enjoyed travelling & even lived 

in Scotland for about seven years before 
returning to Vancouver. Gilbert is survived 
by his three nieces, a nephew and their 
families. Gilbert’s parents Inga & Hermann 
had their ashes returned to New Denver to 
the Carter family plot in the Upper Cemetery. 
Gilbert is also predeceased by his sister and 
brother-in-law, Diane & Glenn Hawkins. A 
celebration of life for Gilbert will take place 
at the Lighthouse of Hope Church in New 
Westminster on Saturday January 19,  2019.

Fraissard returns to the Langham
submitted

K a s l o  s i n g e r - s o n g w r i t e r 
Dominique Fraissard appears live at the 
Langham Friday, January 18, at 7 pm.

The Langham Guest Artist 
Series presents this veteran of the 
Australian and Western Canadian 
folk scenes, and finalist for numerous 
awards including BC Interior Music’s 
People’s Choice Award, Best Folk/ 
Traditional Recording, Best Roots/ 
World Recording and Best Producer.

Fraissard is an accomplished 

singer-songwriter who has played at 
a variety of Australian and Canadian 
festivals and has opened for the likes 
of Jack Johnson, the John Butler Trio, 
and Roger McGuinn. Organizers 
say they are thrilled to bring his rich 
voice, six-and-twelve string acoustic 
guitar stylings and poetic songs to the 
Langham stage.

“…we are sure to be hearing 
more of this warm, comforting voice 
in the cool, dark festival night.” – BC 
Musician Magazine.
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HARDWOOD FLOORS 
WHOLESALE

SOLID 3 ¼ x ¾ OR ENGINEERED. 6 PLY. TOP 
WEAR 2 mm-5” WIDE PREFINISHED ALUMI-
NUM OXIDE, SMOOTH OR BRUSHED. $4.59 
SF PLT. AVAILABLE IN 6”-7 ½” – 8 ¾” WIDE. 
INFLOOR HEAT COMPATIBLE. 25 YEARS 

GUARANTEE. AND MUCH MORE.
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A 

THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-304-7466 • 250-399-6377 

Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

mobile (250) 551-TIME (8463)

Jim Pownall 
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER 
FRAME HOMES

Crane Service
New Denver • BC

250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

HALL LUMBER 
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 
10 am to 5 pm

PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd. 

Edgewood, BC

• Registered Septic System 
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete • 

• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock • 
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel • 

• Dump Trucks • Excavator • 
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete • 

• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Indoor Garden 
Supplies

Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance
jim@jemsgas.com

Wired by Alex
Electrical Contracting Ltd

Alex Joseph

250-358-7721

Crescent Bay 
Construction Ltd.

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431 
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Leaf Cabinetry
Residential & commercial 

cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441 
www.leafcabinetry.com

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

• BONDED Journeyman carpenter 

• HPO Licenced Builder #42639 

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing

• Concrete Stamping and Acid 
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting

• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

           Patrick Baird
            250-354-8562
              elementconcrete.ca

K & A
Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services

Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210

wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Darrell A. Olsen 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Box 595 Nakusp, BC Cell: 250-265-1342
VOG 1R0  Phone: 250-265-4621

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter 

TimberFrame Homes
    Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall

Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding

Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales

                 dave@maddentimber.com
                          250 265 1807

Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor 
Design • Project Management • Building Services 

www.trctimberworks.com

Suite 3, 622 Front St 
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7 
   C: (250)551-6584

Tim Reilly
Experience the 
WAUVIK touch! 

For all your interior 
renovation needs:
-  Complete Drywall 

Services
-  Bathroom Renovations
-  Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured

Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@yahoo.ca 

MASON JONES: Red Seal Journeyman 
Bricklayer specializing in residential 

and commercial block, brick and stone. 
Fireplace and chimney repair, outdoor 

accents, structural work. 
Call 403-853-8000 or 

email Mason.jones@live.ca

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

PAINTING

submitted
Owners of more than 144,000 

properties throughout the Kootenay 
Columbia region can expect to 
receive their 2019 assessment 
notices, which reflect market value 
as of July 1, 2018.

“The majority of residential 
home owners within the region 
can expect an increase compared 
to last year’s assessment,” says 
Deputy Assessor Ramaish Shah. 
“The demand for housing in our 
resort communities has been even 
stronger and that is reflected in this 
year’s assessments.”

A higher assessment does not 
mean higher taxes, unless your 
property value has risen much higher 
than your neighbours’.

Overall, Kootenay Columbia’s 

Most Kootenay Columbia properties have increased in value
total assessments increased from 
about $40.8 billion in 2018 to more 
than $43.6 billion this year. A total 
of about $453 million of the region’s 
updated assessments is from new 
construction, subdivisions and 
rezoning of properties. 

The following local examples 
demonstrate market trends for single-
family residential properties. The 
first number is the average assessed 
value as of July 1, 2017; the second 
is for July 1, 2018.

Kaslo: $229,000, $260,000, 
+14%; Nakusp: $221,000, $249,000, 
+13%; New Denver: $181,000, 
$214,000,  +18%; Si lverton: 
$219,000, $252,000, +15%; Slocan: 
$168,000, $174,000, +4%.

BC Assessment’s website at 
bcassessment.ca includes more 
details about 2019 assessments and 
property information and trends. It 
also provides self-service access to 
a free, online property assessment 
search service that allows anyone 
to search, check and compare 
assessments for anywhere in the 
province. As a new option, property 
owners can unlock additional 

property search features by 
registering for a free BC Assessment 
custom account to store/access 
favourites, create comparisons and 
use our new interactive map.

Those who feel that their property 
assessment does not reflect market 
value or see incorrect information 
on their notice, should contact BC 
Assessment as indicated on their 

notice as soon as possible. 
If a property owner is still 

concerned after speaking to an 
appraiser, they may submit a Notice 
of Complaint (Appeal) by January 
31, for an independent review by 
a Property Assessment Review 
Panel. The independent panels are 
appointed annually by the Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 

and typically meet between February 
1 and March 15 to hear formal 
complaints.

The Nelson BC Assessment 
office is at 176 – 333 Victoria St. 
During January, office hours are 
8:30 am to 5 pm Monday to Friday. 
Property owners can contact BC 
Assessment toll-free at 1-866-825-
8322 or online at bcasssessment.ca 

by Jan McMurray
Input is wanted on Interfor’s 

proposed logging operation along 
a segment of the Saddle Mountain 
hiking trail.

A committee has formed to 
gather community input, and is 
asking people to fill out their 
survey by January 25 at https://
w w w. s u r v e y m o n k e y. c o m /
r/9VTWTQH. The committee is 
also taking comments by email at 
saddlemountaintrail@outlook.com.

According to information posted 
by the committee, the logging is 
scheduled for spring-fall 2019. 
The plan is to clearcut 22 hectares 
along approximately 800 metres 

Input wanted on Interfor logging plans along Saddle Mountain trail
of the trail. The proposed cutblock 
includes much of the 150-year-old 
stand of old growth interior cedar 
hemlock forest that the beginning 
of the trail goes through. “This 
forest type is a temperate inland 
rain forest which is unique to the 
Columbia mountains of BC and 
found nowhere else on Earth,” the 
information says.

Two large patches of blowdown 
affecting about four hectares are 
included in the proposed cutblock.

Tw o  r o a d s  w o u l d  b e 
constructed, and one of them would 
cross the trail at least three times 
to facilitate the logging operation.

Interfor has offered to expand 

a second trailhead that is currently 
located approximately one 
kilometre up the trail from the 
original trailhead. The expansion 
would include a parking area, kiosk, 
and pit toilet and would allow trail 
users to avoid the harvested area.

Interfor representatives attended 
a Nakusp and Area Community 
Trails Society (NACTS) meeting 
in November to answer questions 
about the proposal. NACTS is 
the steward for the trail and has 
recently restored the lookout tower 
at the top of Saddle Mountain. 
Society members at the meeting 
were evenly divided for and against 
the logging proposal.
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Slocan Community Health Care 
Auxiliary Society would like to tha 
everyone for their generous support. 
This has allowed us to purchase these 
items in 20-17-2018.
• iPad for the Pavilion
• A fireplace for the Pavilion Lounge
• Vitalsign Monitor for the Pavilion
• Donation for Doctor Recruitment
• 2 covers for Gazebos
• Donation to the New Emergency 

Department in Trail
• 2 Vital Signs for the Emergency 

Department
• Monthly Birthday Cakes for the 

Pavilion

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• Mayor Lunn said there would 

be “a big change” in community 
recycling, probably within the next 
six months. She said that currently 
“a lot of recycling is extremely 
contaminated so it ends up going to 
the landfill.” Recycle BC will put 
in 12 core recycling depots in the 
RDCK, including one in Slocan. The 
core sites will be fenced and gates 
locked, just like the dump, when 
there is no attendant. This means 
there will be a reduction in service. 
Council expressed concerns about 
the changes: it’s already tough to 
get people to recycle (Buller); the 
fence needs to be high and recycling 
needs to be open same hours as the 
dump (Van Bynen); there needs to 
be consistent hours for both services 
and both should be open three days 
per week minimum (Lunn); and there 
is a need for better lighting at the site 
because “people dump in the dark” 
(Pelletier).

• Council decided to wait until 
the community visioning process is 
complete before it decides whether 
the motel property can be rezoned 
for long-term residential rental use. 
The community vision should be 
completed this summer. During 
Public Participation, Denise Dufault 
said the motel provides homes for 
people and that it “bugged” her that 

Slocan council, December 10: Changes coming to recycling
“come May we’ll be evicting” them. 
Mayor Lunn said, “We haven’t 
made any decision” yet. She said the 
“motel is not being used for what it’s 
zoned for.” At the same time that it is 
“serving a need,” she said, it is also 
“our only motel.”

• Zoning Amendment Bylaw 
#667 was passed and adopted, 
though Councillor Perriere voted 
against it. This bylaw amendment 
allows a maximum of two accessory 
residential units per site in the core 
commercial zone.

• At a previous council meeting, 
a Slocan resident expressed concerns 
about the brush piles left on logged lots 
on Harold Street and asked whether 
they would be burned. The CAO was 
asked to gather information. Open 
burning is regulated by the Province. 
The RDCK and the Village have 
no bylaws restricting burning. The 
Province requires that open burning 
of debris must be carried out at 
least 100 metres from neighbouring 
residences and businesses. That 
means, CAO Gordon said, the debris 
in question “has to be moved and 
burned elsewhere.” She said the 
landowner had not stated when the 
material would be removed.

• Tim Hill ,  Public Works 
Supervisor, reported that the 
tennis courts will get six new LED 
floodlights at a cost of $270 each. 

Contractors have been asked to 
provide quotes for work at the 
Wellness Centre: to reframe the 
double door openings as single door 
openings, possibly as big as 48 inches 
wide; and to install a landing and 
steps outside the foyer emergency 
exit and repair the Clinic East wall 
and floor joists.

• Council approved the Slocan 
Valley Economic Development 
P a r t n e r s h i p  M e m o r a n d u m 
of Understanding and Terms of 
Reference. The MOU covers how 
RDCK Area H, Slocan, Silverton, 
and New Denver will work together 
in the Slocan Valley Economic 
Development Project. Council 
directed staff to accept the offer of a 
January meeting to discuss economic 
development and community 
priorities with Richard Toperczer, 
provincial government Regional 
Manager/ Rural Development. 

• Council asked staff to draft 
an amendment to the Council 
Remuneration & Expense Bylaw. The 
draft will remove each councillor’s 
annual stipend of $125 for duties as 
acting mayor. New federal legislation 
will eliminate a tax deduction for 1/3 
of council’s remuneration. The draft 
amendment will compensate council 
for both the removal of the acting 
mayor stipend and the removal of 
the tax deduction by increasing each 

councillor’s stipend by $400 for a 
total annual pay of $3,400 and the 
mayor’s stipend by $500 for a total 
pay of $5,500. Councillor Buller 
moved and Councillor Pelletier 
seconded a motion to investigate, 
before the next election, policies and 
procedures for increasing councillors’ 
remuneration. Pelletier stated, “We 
haven’t increased councillors’ or the 
mayor’s stipends for 20 years.”

• The Village will submit 
an application to the Columbia 
Kootenay Cultural Alliance (CKCA) 
2019 Arts & Culture Grant Program 
to fund the painting of a mural on 
the washroom at the beach by artist 
Kai Cabodyna. Council approved the 
project last year and committed $300 
from the RDCK Discretionary Grant 
Fund as the Village’s contribution to 
the project.

• Council approved the minor 
changes in an amended Fitness 
Centre Policy submitted by the 
Slocan Fitness Centre. Since rates 
will change at the centre, council 
will have to amend the Village’s Fees 
and Charges bylaw. The cost for day 
passes will increase from $3 to $5; 
annual family passes will no longer 
be available. 

• Staff were directed to discuss 
possible funding for the after-school 
van service to Winlaw with Slocan 

After School Sports and Art Initiative 
Coordinator Sharon Butler. Costs 
have increased to about $80 per trip. 

• Councillor Buller’s appointment 
to the West Kootenay Boundary 
Regional Hospital District was 
rescinded and Mayor Lunn was 
appointed in his stead. The Village 
hadn’t realized that the WKBRHD 
requires that the mayor be Slocan’s 
rep on the board.

• A letter from Soniko Waira 
suggesting collaboration between 
himself and the Village to restore 
and develop trails east of the RV 
Park including land east of the 
highway and in later phases, trails in 
Valhalla Park, the Shlu7”kin-Valhalla 
Hiking Trails Project, was discussed. 
Councillor Perriere pointed out 
that Sean Marachel’s W E Graham 
students have been working on the 
trails east of the highway and “should 
be part of the conversation.” Other 
comments were that the trails by the 
waterfall east of the highway were 
“pretty dangerous” and that some of 
the trails mentioned in the letter were 
on Crown land and others on private 
property.

• The Harold Street North 
Conceptual Design Plan and the 
Waterfront Development Strategy 
Final Report were received for 
information.

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
A proposed pump track project 

at WE Graham School in Slocan is 
gaining traction in the community. 
Village council showed enthusiasm 
for the project at the December 
council meeting, when school 
principal Mike Hurley made a 
presentation about it.

Hurley explained that the school 
is partnering with WE Graham 
Community Service Society to build 
the pump track. He called the project 
“a real neat addition to the skateboard 
park.” The pump track is to be built 
on the southwest corner of the school 
playground, and will cover about half 
the soccer field. 

Slocan begins planning for a bicycle pump track
A pump track is a curved, 

undulating path that bicyclists of 
different skill levels can ride for fun 
and challenge. Riders build strength, 
balance, and endurance in this sport. 

The first phase of the project, 
to prepare the site and build the 
initial track, would cost $43,000. In 
the second phase, the track would 
be paved. In the third phase, the 
track would be extended past the 
community garden and in the fourth 
phase, this extension would be paved.

Planning for the first phase of the 
project would start in January 2019 
and work on the track would start in 
May. Phase 1 would be completed 
in July. 

The school and WEGCSS will 
be submitting an application to 
Columbia Basin Trust for funding, 
and hope to solicit in-kind and cash 
contributions from other sources. The 
School District 8 Playground Fund 
and WE Graham School funds would 
also support the project. 

Council was very enthusiastic 
about the pump track project. 
Councillor Joel Pelletier mentioned 
that people drive all the way to 
Castlegar to use theirs. Mayor 
Jessica Lunn suggested that council 
contribute up to $10,000 to the 
project from the RDCK Community 
Development Fund, saying other 
donors would be encouraged if the 
Village had “more skin in the game.” 
She pointed out that WE Graham 
hasn’t asked council for anything for 
a very long time. Council agreed to 
the $10,000 contribution and to write 
a letter supporting the pump track 
grant application. 

by Jan McMurray
Nakusp author Lucia Mann’s 

latest book, Addicted to Hate, has 
won a Gold Literary Titan Book 
Award. It is also in the running for 
an Author Academy Award – go to 
authoracademyawards.com to vote 
for it.

“I’m so proud to have received my 
first Gold Award for my latest book, 
Addicted to Hate. Dreams do come 
true!” Mann told the Valley Voice. She 
encourages everyone to follow their 
dreams, and to find inspiration from the 
words of William Arthur Ward: “If you 
can imagine it, you can believe it. If 
you can dream it, you can become it.”

According to  the  websi te 
literarytitan.com, “The Literary Titan 
Book Awards are awarded to books 
that have astounded and amazed us 
with unique writing styles, vivid 
worlds, complex characters, and 
original ideas. These books deserve 

extraordinary praise and we are 
proud to acknowledge the hard work, 
dedication, and imagination of these 
talented authors.”

There are Gold and Silver Literary 
Titan Book Awards. Mann’s book won 
the Gold Award, which is “bestowed 
on books that we found to be perfect 
in their delivery of original content, 
meticulous development of unique 
characters in an organic and striking 
setting, innovative plot that supports 
a fresh theme, and elegant prose that 
transforms words into beautifully 
written books.”

Mann’s book is available at the 
Nakusp Home Hardware and on 
Amazon and other book sites.

Nakusp author wins award for latest book

Support the Valley Voice with a 
voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30 
Send Cheque or Money Order to: 

Valley Voice, Box 70, 
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0
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New Denver joined the list of communities across Canada and in the US that held rallies on January 8 to express solidarity with the Wet’suwet’en defending 
their unceded lands from unwanted fracked gas development. The New Denver group marched up the main street and ended up at the RCMP station.

A new provincial government stop-of-interest sign devoted to the Patrick Lumber Co. had its 
official unveiling at Crescent Valley on January 14. The mill was built in 1907 by Joseph Patrick 

and sold in 1911, with the proceeds used to start the Pacific Coast Hockey Association. The 
former mill site is now part of the Crescent Valley Beach Regional Park, owned by the Regional 
District of Central Kootenay. Pictured are Slocan Valley RDCK director Walter Popoff, Castlegar 

Mayor Bruno Tassone, Kootenay West MLA Katrine Conroy and Slocan Mayor Jessica Lunn. 
Also on hand for the unveiling were students from Brent Kennedy and Mount Sentinel Schools.

submitted
Late January. The light is slowly 

returning, and the snow is deep. Cabin 
fever is setting in. Where-oh-where will 
we find someone to commiserate with?

Why, the annual Winter Locavore’s 
Feast, of course! Hosted by the Vallican 
Whole, what’s also known as the 100-
mile Potluck is happening this year 
on Saturday, January 26. Featuring an 
abundant potluck spread of “as local as 
possible” goodies, drinks for sale, and 
the celebrated ‘Six Slocan Minutes,’ it 
is a sweet and special night to reconnect 
with old friends and neighbours and 
share your stories with the community.

Admission is a donation to the 
Vallican Whole and a potluck dish. 
Come at 5:30 to get yourself a good 
seat – the meal is served at 6 pm, 
and is followed by a smorgasbord of 
performance, storytelling, and silliness 
from local community members. 
Anyone who so desires is welcome 
to take the stage for six (that’s only 
6!) minutes of fame – stay too long at 
your peril, because Gary is dusting off 
the long hook.

This year, organizers have enlisted 
a few special acts to complement 
the open mic. Much-loved valley 
songstresses Betty Supple and Sally T 

Locavore’s Feast returns 
to the Vallican Whole

debut some new music, local playwright 
and actor Marya Folinsbee shares a 
short one-woman play, and the Slocan 
Valley Community Choir will bring us 
all to tears with their harmonies. Come 
prepared with your own song, story, 
rant, rave, dance, skill, or ventriloquist 
dummy and share the stage! There may 
be a little live auction action too, to help 
keep the Whole out of the hole.

What is a locavore, exactly? 
If herbivores eat plants, locavores 
eat local. In the spirit of celebrating 
the sleeping seeds and weeds of 
summertime, attendees are asked to 
bring a dish made with locally-sourced 
ingredients. Cook enough to serve 
your own party and a few more, to 
help ensure that everyone will get a 
full plate. Don’t worry if not every 
grain of salt was hand-harvested in the 
Kootenays; it is the spirit of local food 
and farmers we are celebrating, not 
the dogma.

Community needs to be fed, so put 
on your fanciest woollens and come out 
to the Vallican Whole for a little mid-
winter community-building!

The Vallican Whole is at 3762 
Little Slocan S. Rd. For more info, go 
to VallicanWhole.com or Facebook/
TheWhole.

compiled by Jan McMurray
The West Kootenay Boundary 

Community Investment Co-op is now 
incorporated, with 95 founding member-
investors. The co-op is a member-
owned association that finances local 
businesses with the purpose of promoting 
economic, social, environmental and 
community impacts. The co-op finances 
West Kootenay Boundary businesses 
located in four sub-regions: Slocan-
Arrow-Upper Kootenay Lakes, Nelson-
Castlegar, Trail-Rossland, and Grand 
Forks-Boundary.

Each sub-region has its own 
investment committee to field local 
investment applications to the co-op.

Local ventures can apply to the 
co-op for financing through a two-
page application form, available on 

Community Investment Co-op is up and running
the co-op’s website. Applications are 
screened by the sub-regional investment 
committee. Applicants who demonstrate 
an economic, social, environmental or 
community/cultural impact in the West 
Kootenay Boundary region will be 
requested to submit their business plan 
and cash flow projections. The co-op 
works with the regional Community 
Futures Development Corporations 
to complete a third party analysis and 
recommendation for financing. These 
recommendations are reviewed by the 
investment committee and a decision is 
made whether to proceed with financing. 

The co-op continues to accept new 
members. Membership applications and 
loan applications for local businesses are 
found at www.WKBInvestmentCoop.
com. 


